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Introduction 

The UCD Historical Studies Journal publishes student papers produced within 
the UCD Department of History. Department faculty members nominate deserving 
papers written during the previous calendar year , and the journal editors select the 
best of these based on criteria such as quality of research , historiographical approach, 
originality , readability , and organization . The journal contributes to the existing 
body of historical scholarship, but it is primarily designed to function as a learning 
tool- students can look to the journal for outstanding examples of well-researched 
and well-written history papers . 

The papers published in this edition are exemplary . Using an interview with 
the author as his main source, Jim Walsh writes a perceptive and original analysis 
of environmental historian Donald Worster. Jim 's timely narrative addresses the 
highly charged issue of America 's exploitation of natural resources and the current 
backlash against development. Kathleen Larkin 's paper on Ireland 's neutrality policy 
during World War II shows the difficult choices faced by the Irish Prime Minister 
in breaking with Great Britain. In her paper on the YWCA, Marcia Tremmel 
Goldstein discusses the trials and triumphs of Denver women in integrating the local 
Phyllis Wheatley Branch . As part of her M.A. thesis , Marcia shows that this 
important institution faced the question of integration long before the civil rights 
movement of the 1960s. Finally , Richard Burden analyzes the work of an important 
but often overlooked British historian , J.A. Hobson . Although Richard is an editor 
of this edition of the UCD Historical Studies Journal , his fellow editors agreed 
unanimously that his paper was worthy of inclusion . Richard 's scholarly prose 
highlights the influence of Hobson 's work on his contemporaries. We congratulate 
all the authors and give them our sincere thanks for dedicating the time necessary to 
prepare their manuscripts for publication . 
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Thanks also go to the people who made the preparation of this year's journal 
a smooth and enjoyable process. Diedre Versluis, the president of Phi Alpha Theta, 
was extremely helpful and patient in securing the funds needed for publication. Sue 
Sethney provided much-needed office support. Micheline Davis, of UCD 's 
Publication Department , designed the cover and helped streamline the production 
portion of the process. Dr. Mary Conroy and Dr. Tom Noel deserve special thanks 
for their guidance and insight throughout the project. 

All the students who had their papers nominated this year deserve 
congratulations. As in the past , the competition for inclusion in the journal was 
fierce . All the papers nominated were exceptional, and we regret that we were only 
able to publish four . Nomination is itself an honor, and all the authors whose papers 
were considered should be proud of this accomplishment. 

This is the twelfth year of publication for the journal , and we hope that this 
edition continues the tradition of excellence set by our predecessors . We also hope 
that readers find it informative and enjoyable . The UCD Department of History and 
the Alpha Gamma Gamma Chapter of Phi Alpha Theta are responsible for publishing 
the journal each year, and we thank both organizations for letting us take part in this 
valuable and rewarding project. 
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Donald Worster and His Growing 
Assault on Capitalism 

Jim Walsh 

The emergence of environmental or ecological history has been a product of 
the recent fragmentation and revision of American history. This type of history 
argues that humanity cannot begin to understand itself until it integrates the 
environment, the various ecological cycles, and all of the planet 's life forms into its 
story. Donald Worster is one of the leading voices among environmental historians. 
His works not only advocate for the inclusion of an ecological framework in history ; 
they also challenge the field to discover and consider the motivations behind 
humanity 's uses and misuses of the environment. 

Worster was born November 14, 1941 , in Needles, California . While very 
young, his family moved to western Kansas and it was there that he grew up, 
eventually receiving his B.A. in 1963 from the University of Kansas. About these 
years Worster says, "Neither of my parents went to college , nor had any interest in 
academic or scholarly life. I managed to find an education on my own, through jobs, 
scholarships, and fellowships. "1 Worster went on to Yale to complete his Masters 
degree in Philosophy in 1970 and Ph.D. in American Studies in 1971. 

It was these years at Yale that Worster considers his most important in terms of 
academic growth . Worster had this to say about these influences: 

Certainly, going to Yale to earn a Ph .D. was the formative 
intellectual experience in my life , and I was fortunate to do that 

Jim Walsh graduated with a B.S. from Duke University in 1989. He is currently an M.A. 
candidate focusing on American Western History . He plans to graduate in 1996. Jim works 
for the Denver Family Preservation and Reunification Program, part of the Mental Health 
Corporation of Denver. He wrote this paper for Historiography, taught by Dr. Mark Foster, 
in the fall of 1994. 
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during the environmental awakening of the later 1960s and early 
'70s. Living in New England generally, from 1964 to 1989, with a 
nine-year hiatus spent in Hawaii , California, and Kansas , opened my 
imagination to other environments and cultural values than those 
found in western Kansas, where I grew up. 2 

Worster went on to describe his influences at Yale, as well as his tendency 
to forge his own path , stating: 

My major advisor was Sydney Ahlstrom, an historian of religion and 
ideas, most appreciated for his tolerance and catholic interests. I 
cannot say that he had too much direct influence on my research. 
Other figures at Yale that I worked with included Howard Lamar, C. 
Vann Woodward , Franklin Baumer, and Frederick Holmes (the latter 
in the history of science). But mainly, I was pretty self directed and 
find [sic] my own way into an area where there were no real mentors 
or precedents. 3 

Worster's career following Yale took him to all regions of the country, 
presumably broadening his perspective of this country and its ecology. From 1964 
until 1966, he was an instructor in speech and drama at the University of Maine . His 
next teaching position was as an assistant professor of American studies at Brandeis 
University, where he taught from 1971 to 1974. Following this, from 1975 to 1983, 
he was a professor of American studies at the University of Hawaii at Manoa, before 
returning to Brandeis in 1984. Currently, he is the Hall Distinguished Professor of 
American History at the University of Kansas, where he has taught for several years . 
Worster feels most at horne on the Great Plains, where he, his wife of thirty years, 
and his two children enjoy a peaceful existence. 

Worster 's awards have been many and this paper will not attempt to list 
them. Suffice it to say that he is considered one of most widely read and well 
respected environmental historians of the late twentieth century. He has written and 
published six books, all falling into the category of environmental/ecological history. 
These are Nature's Economy: The Roots of Ecology(1977); Dust Bowl: The 
Southern Plains in the 1930s(1979); Rivers of Empire : Water, Aridity, and the 
Growth of the American West(1985); Under Western Skies: Nature and History in 
the American West(1992); The Wealth of Nature: Environmental History and the 
Ecological Imagination(1993); and An Unsettled Country: Changing Landscapes of 
the American West(1994). Worster is currently under contract by Oxford University 
Press to write a biography of John Wesley Powell. 

Regarding Worster's changing thoughts and rnindset, his writing represents 
a serious questioning of the adverse ecological effects of the free enterprise, capitalist 
economy. This questioning of capitalism has gradually intensified , evolving from the 
suggestion of a connection between capitalism and environmental adversity into a 
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full-scale indictment of our free market society and the manipulation of nature for the 
personal gain that inevitably follows. 

Examples of this gradual intensification can be found in Worster 's books. 
His first book, Nature 's Economy , takes a more conventional approach in addressing 
its subject. This book concentrates more on the changing history of ecological 
thought than on any ramifications or consequences of that thought. By the time he 
began to write works such as Dust Bowl and Rivers of Empire , however, he was 
staring the free enterprise , profit-seeking ethos of the United States directly in the 
face and suggesting that changes at the core of the economic system are the only 
ways to stall the widespread mistreatment of the environment. 

Worster 's first book, Nature 's Economy: A History of Ecological Ideas , was 
his Ph.D . dissertation . Worster says of this book, "I think my first book, which was 
my dissertation, Nature 's Economy , is my best , and certainly it is my favorite book. 
It has been translated into four languages and outsold my other works considerably. 
Traditional American and Western U.S. historians don't know it , but in many ways 
it is the subject closest to my deep interests . "4 The book traces ecological thought 
beginning with eighteenth century Europe and takes the reader right into the 1960s. 
In 1994, for the second edition , Worster added a final chapter that covered the years 
since the earlier edition . 

In the preface , Worster explains how the explosion of interest in ecology in the 
1960s and 1970s inspired him to write the book . "This peculiar field of study has 
been suddenly called on, in a manner unusual even in our science-impressed age, to 
play a central intellectual role. "5 He later describes the ' newness ' of ecology , "Like 
a stranger blowing into town, ecology seems a presence without a past. "6 

Overall , the book traces the dominant mode of thinking among ecologists, 
naturalists, or whatever label the time period placed on the scholar, in relation to the 
role of humanity in nature . Two modes of thinking, Worster argues, have 
continually done battle over the course of the last two or three centuries. Worster 
shows how this ecological pendulum has swung between an imperial and a holistic 
camp. The imperialists, from Francis Bacon to the post-World War II nuclear 
scientists, constantly advocated the domination of humanity over nature . The killing 
of pests, building of nuclear weapons, shooting of predators, and management of 
water systems illustrate this school of thought. Worster labels the opposing mindset 
'holistic ' or 'arcadian '. Men such as Gilbert White and Henry David Thoreau were 
the pioneers of this mindset. This philosophy believed that humanity should work 
toward an understanding of the nature around them and, instead of forcing themselves 
upon nature , humans must consider that , "all nature is alive, and whatever is alive 
has a claim on man 's moral affections. "7 

The last chapter, which Worster added to the 1994 edition , steers the reader 
away from this 'good vs . evil' struggle and into a much more abstract discussion . 
The age of nuclear weapons, massive population growth , and a global environmental 
awakening have , in Worster 's view, confused the issues. Uncertainty led to ideas 
such as the 'science of chaos' . This science , arising from an inability of scientists 
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to successfully predict events, is defined by Worster as , " .. . a single revolution rising 
up against all the principles, laws, models, and applications of classical science , the 
science ushered in by the Scientific Revolution of the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries. "8 

This theme is much different from the rest of the book. The last chapter is 
a clear example of how Worster's thinking has grown increasingly radical as well as 
all-encompassing. The fact that it was written in the 1990s is no coincidence, as it 
parallels Worster's growing radical thought around the environmental values of 
western civilization. Regardless of the change in thought, however, Worster 
somehow manages to include this last chapter without seriously disrupting the book's 
continuity. Perhaps it is Worster's three conclusions in his final chapter that save the 
harmony here, for they leave the reader pondering the future flow of human thought 
and activity in this realm. These conclusions are: 

1. " . . .informed reason allows us to say that living nature, for all its private, 
individualistic strivings, works by the principle of interdependency. "9 

2. " ... our study of the past has uncovered models of successful adaptation that 
we can learn from today. They are not values in themselves but rather are 
lessons drawn from nature , applicable to the values we have chosen. The 
natural world may not provide any overall, sufficient norm for us to follow, 
or any single transcendent good that we can discover, but it does provide a 
wealth of models, depending on what it is we want to achieve . "10 

3. " .. . history reveals not merely that change is real but also that change is 
various. All change is not the same, nor are changes equal.. . We can no 
more take any particular state as absolutely normative than we can take any 
particular state of equilibrium as normative. "11 

It seems that it is the territory and the perspectives that traditional historians 
tend to ignore that most penetrate Worster's writings. In Nature 's Economy , as in 
his other books, prominent historical figures such as Henry David Thoreau, Charles 
Darwin, and John Wesley Powell are praised for obscure or abstract reasons apart 
from their more traditionally glorified qualities. They are admired by Worster for 
traits or stances that have not been emphasized in the traditional historical accounts. 
For example , Worster virtually ignores Thoreau 's writing and philosophizing and 
replaces it with an emphasis on his Jove of the outdoors and the wisdom that he 
found in nature . John Wesley Powell 's daring adventures in the American West are 
overlooked in favor of an obscure proposal that he made in favor of communal water 
use among the several 'water districts ' of the American West. 

Nature 's Economy is certainly not without its critics. Reviewer Kier B. Sterling 
calls Worster 's narrative "selective, episodic, and sometimes one-sided. "12 Also, 
Choice magazine criticized the book for accepting the view that the roots of U.S. 
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ecological perceptions are from European sources . 13 Regardless of any specifics that 
Worster may have overlooked or where he stands in relation to the sources for U.S. 
ecological thinking, his insights into twentieth century thought and the questions that 
he raises in his conclusion cannot be trivialized or cast aside. This book successfully 
questions the roles of the ecologist , the scientist , and the public policy bureaucrat. 
It forces the reader to take a hard look at values that have been instilled from 
childhood ; values and assumptions that may be hidden or unrecognized , such as 
human 'ownership ' of natural resources or the concept of nature being ' managed ' by 
humans . 

In 1979, Worster published his second book, Dust Bowl . It won a Bancroft Prize 
and vaulted Worster into national prominence as an environmental historian . Worster 
states his reasons for writing the book in the preface . 

This book was undertaken for a selfish and private reason: I wanted 
to see the plains again . After a decade and a half of living in other 
places, many of them exotic and distant , and of studying the ideas of 
a larger world , I thought it was time to come home for a while and 
take another look at the land and people who gave me so much to 
start with. Had I been a Wallace Stegner, I might have written a 
novel or an autobiography instead of a work of history. But in its 
own way , and despite the scholar 's footnotes , this book is the result 
of · my coming to grips with my own past. It is the product of 
twenty-odd impressionable years spent growing up on the plains. 14 

Dust Bowl argues that the dust bowls were the result of the massive effort by 
the great plains farmers to turn as much land as possible into productive farmland . 
Worster compares the ecological consequences of this 'great plow-up ' to the 1929 
collapse of Wall Street and its economic consequences. It was the optimism of the 
farmers and the refusal to admit that employing extremely risky techniques was 
unwise , that led to ecological disaster . This optimism, writes Worster: 

... may be an essential response for survival in this sometimes 
treacherous world ; it certainly brought many Western farmers 
through to greener days . But it also can be a form of lunacy. There 
is about the perennial optimist a dangerous naivete, a refusal to face 
the grim truths about oneself or others or nature. Optimism can also 
divert our attention from critical self-appraisal and substantive 
reforms, which is exactly what happened on the plains . 15 

The New Deal , according to Worster , was part of the problem rather than the 
solution. The aid that supported the farmers during these difficult , dirty , and dry 
times, Worster argues, simply prolonged a struggle that nature eventually won, but 
at the American taxpayers ' expense . 
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The dust rolls in during the Dust Bowl. 
(From: Donald Worster, Dust Bowl: The Southern Plains in the 1930s , New York: 

Oxford Univ. Press, 1979, p.15 .) 

Dust Bowl goes on to discuss the great exodus of the 'Okies ' from Oklahoma 
to California as well as the importance of grass on the great plains, including the 
danger that cattlemen and wheat farmers pose to such a delicate equilibrium. 
Worster then focuses on two counties, one in the Oklahoma panhandle and one in 
southwestern Kansas. He closely examines the people of these counties and uses 
them as case studies for a discussion on the reactions, coping mechanisms, and 
survival techniques of these people . 

In Dust Bowl Worster commences his sweeping questioning of American 
economics, values, and foresight. Here , he criticizes the capitalist system itself, its 
rigidity, selfishness, and predicted path toward self-destruction. For example, the 
following statements are contained on two pages alone. 

"It was a well-organized and rationalistic system, supremely 
confident of its unending progress, unashamedly materialistic and 
utilitarian, critical of those who had failed in the race for spoils, and 
incredibly wasteful." 

"The attitude of capitalism--industrial and pre-industrial--toward the 
earth was imperial and commercial; none of its ruling values taught 
environmental humility , reverence , or restraint." 

"But it was here on the southern plains, where the grass had always 
struggled to hold the land against powerful winds and recurrent 
drought , that the self-seeking entrepreneur most clearly displayed his 
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weaknesses ." 

"By the values they had been taught , they [the southern plains 
farmers] were justified in what they did; they were contributors, they 
assumed , to national growth and affluence. " 

"But as it turned out , the culture they had brought to the plains--the 
culture that had brought them there--was ecologically among the 
most unadaptive ever devised . "16 

Beginning with Dust Bowl , Worster 's wntmgs represent a relentless and 
convincing rallying cry against the capitalist ethos . Simply put, his work took on a 
strong Marxist overtone , but with an ecological point of reference and with nature 
as the proletariat. 

The reviews of Dust Bowl are , if nothing else , indicative of the ease with which 
Worster 's arguments elicit debate . Without even going into the debates themselves, 
the intensity of responses that Worster provoked underscored their importance . Some 
critics felt that the explosion of ecological debate in the 1970s inspired Worster to 
write this book. This seems to be an attempt to minimize the book 's importance , 
categorizing it into an historiographic framework and thus labeling it a fad . For 
example , reviewer Gilbert C. Fite opens his review stating, "It has been long 
recognized that the felt issues and attitudes of the times influence historical writing . 
Donald Worster 's book on the dust bowl confirms this fact. "17 Clayton R. Koppes 
reacts by stating, "In an era beset by environmental and economic woes, the Dust 
Bowl is ripe for the reinterpretation provided in Donald Worster 's Dust Bowl. "18 

Worster seems to leave some critics feeling confused . In his discussion of 
the breakdowns and dangers of capitalism, Worster is clear and convincing. It is in 
his lack of clearly stated alternatives that the critics find fault. R. Douglas Hurt 
claims, "Worster writes that there was a need for a 'broad-gauged alternative to 
commercial farming. ' What that alternative might have been is not entirely clear. "19 

Koppes adds, "Worster 's criticism of capitalism is heavily influenced by Marxism, 
and it hints at a noncapitalist alternative , but this remains at the level of 
implication. "20 Finally, this impassioned critique by James W . Ware : "Worster does 
stretch his Marxist analysis a little thin in places and is a little too critical of the 
people of the plains . The Dust Bowl 's farmers were brave frontiersmen , no more 
or less foolish and greedy than any other Americans during the depression decade . "21 

Six years after Dust Bowl , Worster published Rivers of Empire . When this 
book was published , there were few doubts that he had spent those years wisely . 
Although Worster claims that Nature's Economy has been his best selling book, it is 
usually Rivers of Empire that comes to mind among students and historians when they 
contemplate the works of Donald Worster . 

Rivers of Empire represents Worster 's assault on what he sees as a brutal 
system of dependence upon industry and technology. This system is seen by Worster 
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Father and son head for cover during a dust storm, 1936. 
(From : Worster, Dust Bowl, 1979, p.102.) 
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to have bloated technocrats and politicians with more power than they could possibly 
use constructively. Worster effectively synthesizes the history of the American 
West's slow development into what he calls an hydraulic empire . Beginning with a 
survey of similar attempts at river control in other parts of the world , Worster slowly 
leads the reader through the United States ' gradual development of the most 
technologically advanced water management bureaucracy the world has ever seen . 
Rivers of Empire is destined to inspire emotional debate on both sides of the issues. 

Beginning with a touch of nostalgia, Worster discusses the ecologically 'safe ' 
methods of the early Anglo settlements of the American West that depended on 
irrigation, such as those of the Mormons around Salt Lake. Worster treats these 
people as having worked within reasonable bounds and with minimal effect upon the 
local ecosystems. From this nineteenth century focus , the control of water in this 
country grows, according to Worster , larger, more powerful , more destructive , more 
bureaucratized, and more distant. 

Worster recalls a theory that was proposed by John Wesley Powell but 
rejected by the lawmakers. This proposal would have separated the American West 
into several water 'districts ' , each district being a discrete , self-contained, social, 
economic, and political system. These districts would then each control their own 
rivers or set of related rivers. Worster glorifies this proposal , but offers no solid 
reasons as to why it would have succeeded and held off all future economic 
pressures. 

Worster's writing becomes most passionate when he delves into the rise of 
bureaucracies such as the Bureau of Reclamation. As the West's water came more 
and more under the control of the powerful technocrats and politicians, initiatives 
such as the Newlands Act were created to entice settlers into the newly irrigated 
regions. This was to be America's ' new frontier '; a place where people with little 
or no hope for prosperity could start from scratch . Unfortunately, this is not how 
things worked out. Worster shows how the water and the power came to rest in the 
hands of the business elite of the West. With this immense power, a huge system of 
dependence over the newly diverted water came into being. Worster claims, "The 
result was rule by technocracy, and not surprisingly the chief beneficiaries of that 
rule were people of property and standing. Water had indeed made this desert 
bloom, and the crop was oligarchy. "22 

The important feature of Rivers of Empire is its powerful and moving prose. 
Indeed , if the reader is not careful Worster will softly float them along his stream of 
thought and deposit them into a mindset much more radical than the one they may 
remember leaving. Examples of this influential and provocative language are many . 
He begins a discussion of dams with: 

It drips endlessly from the roof of North America, from the 
cordillera of the Rockies , down from its eaves and gables and ridges, 
its mossy slates and piney shingles, running this way and that , 
running whichever way offers the least resistance. Put a barrel 
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The Glen Canyon Dam {top) and the Hoover Dam churn out America's hydroelectric 
power. 

(From: Allan H. Cullen, Rivers in Harness: The Story of Dams, Philadelphia: Chilton 
Books, 1962, centerpiece.) 
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where it drips , and a second next to that one, and so on until the 
yard is full of barrels. Call part of that dripping the Rio Grande and 
give the barrels names too : Road Canyon, Sanchez, La Jara, 
Abiquiu , El Vado , Jemez, Elephant Butte , Caballo , Two Rivers , 
McMillan, Red Bluff, Amistad , and Falcon ... Barrel after barrel , 
each with a colorful name but all looking alike, quickly becoming an 
industry in their manufacture , with industrial sameness in their idea 
and use. The big ones must all be made to federal specifications and 
paid for by federal funding , but a thousand little private kegs and 
rusty pots can be deployed too . .. Plink, plink, save, save. It would 
have been a crime simply to stand by and watch it drip and run 
away .23 

The reader may be able to sense a type of enjoyment from the author , for 
here, moreso that in any other of his works, he begins to say, "I told you so ." The 
hydraulic society is far from collapse . Nonetheless, its weaknesses cannot be 
ignored . The era of the great dam has passed and the United States finds itself 
frighteningly dependant upon a system of irrigation. Water salinization, sediment 
buildup against dam walls, and other side effects of water control began to signal an 
end to a very unnatural era. 

Critics of this book all rave about the passion and feeling in Worster's 
writing. For example , one critique reads, "He has reflected with love, sadness, and 
anger. ... "24 Another adds, " ... he takes his place in a tradition of awed, 
affectionate writing about the West. . . . "25 Gerald Nash points out Worster 's lack 
of clear alternatives, but acknowledges the power of his position, writing: 

Worster 's vision evokes sympathy, but his suggested remedies are 
more difficult to embrace. Yet, who can fault an author who urges 
us to put faith in the goodness and rationality of humanity and in a 
new version of the American dream?26 

Finally , an analysis by Larry Anderson reads, "Worster takes a certain grim delight 
in recounting such problems as collapsing dams, reservoir sedimentation, salinization, 
pollution, and aquifer depletion . "27 

Thus, just as Dust Bowl intensified Worster 's tone from Nature 's Economy, 
so Rivers of Empire further vaulted Worster into a serious and somber interview with 
the values bred by a free market society . This book made no attempts at balance , 
objectivity , or inclusion . Emotional response, negative or positive , is what Worster 
sought from his readers . 

Worster 's most recent books, Under Western Skies , andAn Unsettled Country 
are very similar and can be considered together. Both are collections of relatively 
unrelated essays covering topics as varied as Sioux rights to the Black Hills and 
inclusion of animals and plants in our human-dominated histories . The fact that 
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Worster has branched out to so many new areas may represent his desire to instill his 
ecological point of view onto more traditional turfs . 

The Marxist influence also appears in much of this most recent writing . 
Aggressive exploitation by a greedy, unrelenting, shortsighted, capitalist state finds 
many more victims here than simply the working class. Predators, Native 
Americans, the air, and the fauna have joined the rivers and the soil as victims . 
Worster advocates for these victims, though, for different reasons than present day 
political correctness might dictate . For example , in his essay entitled, "The Black 
Hills: Sacred or Profane?" , Worster rejects the notion that the Hills should be 
returned to the Sioux because they are in some ways sacred to them. He writes, 
" ... the historian cannot find any evidence that in the nineteenth century the Hills were 
in fact regarded as sacred by the Lakota." 28 Worster , in fact) criticizes the attempt 
by the Sioux to use the 'sacred argument ' to regain the land. He adds : 

Because the claim of sacredness remains weak, and often seems 
contrived for white consumption, they go on rummaging through 
their reminiscences and back rooms, looking for old buffalo robes, 
as medieval Christians ransacked for the holy shroud. They rush 
into court waving the latest proof aloft, as though any amount of 
evidence would make much of a difference to a room full of white 
lawyers, who never heard about ethnoastronomy or mountain gods 
in law school. 29 

In the end, though, Worster stands firmly on the side of the Sioux. Just as 
he glorifies John Wesley Powell only on his own obscure terms, so does he defend 
the Sioux on terms that lack all of today 's popular Native American nostalgia. It is 
not that the Sioux in some way have earned them, he argues, but that white America, 
through their misuse, has 'disearned ' them. The Hills could not possibly be in worse 
hands than those of the capitalist profit-making machine. 

In this same book, Worster added two essays that touch upon the somber 
domination that came to be exemplified through projects such as the Hoover Dam 
and the Alaskan oil pipeline . In an essay entitled "Alaska: The Underworld Erupts," 
Worster chronicles the slow and continual overrunning of Alaska, leading to the 
exploitation of its natural resources. In a fine example of his passionate and moving 
writing, the essay reads: 

Within present memory in Alaska a black force began erupting out 
of the interior of the earth, bringing to the surface all the power of 
an ancient underworld. A benign power in many ways, it brought 
a warmer, brighter, faster, freer life to people, and a readier access 
to the many wonders of the Great Land, one of the most sublime 
landscapes on earth. But it was also a dark, destructive power, and 
in retrospect we are able to see more clearly just how much it 
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destroyed , ecologically and culturally , as it oozed across the country 
in a viscous, volatile flood of hydrocarbons . 30 

The inevitable control of the oil pipeline and the Hoover Dam led to ecological 
destruction and ultimate cultural dependence , all for the benefit of bureaucrats, 
technocrats, and the urban , industrial elite . These essays do not stray far from the 
thesis of Rivers of Empire . 

Worster begins to reenter the realm of intellectual history, a history he hadn 't 
written in any depth since Nature's Economy , with some of these recent essays. His 
opening essay in Under Western Skies blasts the traditional history of the American 
West. Here, Worster sets the tone for a book full of what will inevitably be 
considered radical essays. He writes here with a bit of cynicism: 

Don't reveal that there may be important ideals that have been 
violated or argue that there are new ones we must discover; if you 
do , you will be considered romantic, naive , biased , polemical, or 
ungrateful. You may even become "an ideologue" (a dreaded label 
which often is applied to any historian who doesn't take the 
dominant or official ideology for granted). In other words, keep 
western history , and the West itself, safe from controversy or radical 
challenge. Be sure to write in a style that is intellectually timid , long 
on footnotes and bibliography but short on original ideas, especially 
short on uncommon or unconventional ideas. If you have any such 
ideas, keep them to yourself or cover them over with a camouflage 
of dull gray prose so that no one will take them seriously . 31 

"Freedom and Want : The Western Paradox, " asks the reader to consider how 
our country can quell its thirst for endless resources and find ' freedom from want ' 
in the American West , a land whose uniqueness is based upon its scarcity . Worster 
here introduces the dilemma involving the United State 's vision of the West. This 
vision requires aridity and therein lies the problem according to Worster. 

If this vision of liberation is to endure, this western space must stay 
open, which is to say , it must stay dry. Freedom in our western 
vision requires aridity . It depends on a brilliance of light, an 
openness of terrain, a clean spaciousness that gives us plenty of room 
to spread out and look around , to get some distance from the crowd , 
to deal with our private selves, to renew hope . It requires the West 
as it naturally was and is. A little more water might spoil it all Y 

"The Legacy of John Wesley Powell" leads off An Unsettled Country; 
Changing Landscapes of the American West. More than likely , this essay can be 
seen as a preview to Worster's upcoming biography of the man. Here , again, 
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Adventurer John Wesley Powell, on horse, with a Paiute Indian. 
(From: William Culp Darrah, Powell of the Colorado, Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press, 

1951, centerpiece .) 

Worster highlights Powell's efforts at creating communal "hydrographic basins ." 33 

His next essay in Unsettled Country acts as a type of follow up to Rivers of 
Empire. The essay introduces what Worster calls the "Holy Trinity of modern water 
development--an alliance of Science, State , and Capital. "34 Worster uses this essay 
to claim that the irrigation monolith is doomed . He seems to take pleasure in writing 
of an end to resource manipulation: 

Water imperialism is beginning at last to be discredited . Water 
development is an idea lying in moral ruins ... We are, therefore , 
approaching the end of a long chapter in human history, the era of 
the unquestioned conquest of nature in the name of material 
progress . Yet the next chapter begins in deep uncertainty about its 
plot or outcome. The history of the past two centuries has left us in 
a trap that has no easy escape. Where will the water come from to 
support those urban masses of the present and the future? Will 
irrigation continue to use 70 percent of the available supply , and if 
it does not , how will the masses, a large portion of whom depend on 
irrigation, be fed?35 
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With this question Worster leaves his readers pondering this fragile dependence on 
water supplies. He also excuses himself from the water theme for the foreseeable 
future . 

As if his bout with traditional history was not fierce enough , Worster walks 
even further away from the mainstream in one of his final essays, "Other Peoples, 
Other Lives ." Worster clearly states his intentions early in the piece , writing, " .. 
. the life of the American West has always included the presence of animals--the wild 
and the tame--and that an adequate history of this region must give more attention to 
their presence and to the uses we have made of them. "36 

In regards to his personal lifestyle , Worster once said , "I am interested in 
finding ways for myself, family , and others to live on this fragile planet with the 
least impact , the fullest humanity , and the greatest amount of personal freedom 
compatible with ecological integrity. "37 Worster himself must live within this society 
whose values and desire for personal gain so move him. During the recent 
interview, he was asked if this created any dilemmas for him: 

I do live within my society and don 't know how to do otherwise. I 
hold a job in it and have raised a family in it , but I am not altogether 
of it. I use electricity, for example , but conserve energy with a kind 
of fanatical devotion to frugality. I heat my house with solar energy 
and drive an older car with no electric windows or air conditioning. 
I could very easily afford to live a more luxurious life than I do. 
One 's aim, however , should not be to reject modern technology , if 
that could even be done, but to scrutinize each innovation carefully, 
to look for those that do little environmental harm (and there are 
some), to seek limits and social regulations in society , to promote 
technologies that are frugal, local and non-intrusive , and meanwhile-
and most importantly--to look squarely and honestly at the costs that 
capitalism entails . We cannot get out of the modern capitalist system 
any time soon, unless we retreat to a country where its institutions 
are not present (do such places even exist anymore?). 38 

Worster agrees that his thinking has gradually become more radical. but also 
sees himself growing in different directions. He states: 

I have definitely become more radical in my environmental thinking 
in some ways--more of a deep ecologist than I was twenty years ago. 
At the same time I put more emphasis these days on the population 
issue than I did a while back. But in other ways I have become 
more aware of the immense difficulties in altering substantially the 
economic system we live under. I am, consequently , an evolutionist 
more than a revolutionist. 39 
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Finally, what of present day politics? Does Worster see his role as involving 
present day public policies? Worster went into some depth on his political self, 
explaining: 

I am not much of a political activist , if that means one who testifies 
before political groups or organizes political campaigns. I live a 
rather reclusive, academic life. However, I do belong to several 
national environmental organizations and am somewhat active in 
local and state groups. I sit on the board of directors of the Kansas 
Land Trust, which seeks voluntary conservation easements on 
significant natural and agricultural lands; and I am chairman of the 
board of directors of the Land Institute , which aims to find a more 
ecologically informed agriculture . I have never set out to have a 
specific impact on policy makers, though I have spoken in public 
policy settings repeatedly . The other day I was surprised to read that 
Secretary Bruce Babbitt had based some of his grazing reform policy 
on one of my essays "Cowboy Ecology ," though it 's not clear just 
what be took from it or whether it was what I had in mind . I did not 
write the piece with anyone like him in mind; in fact, it was 
originally written for a session at the American Historical 
Association, and even then it was more of an effort at personal 
enlightenment than anything else. 40 

With the recent growth of environmental history , it is likely that Worster's 
audience will be hearing much more from him. Also, if recent trends in American 
History continue , his insistence on viewing history from an ecological perspective 
will gain acceptance and advocates. His argument that the United States bas become 
dependent upon a fragile , artificial system of environmental management that it 
cannot possibly hope to continue is convincing if one considers contemporary 
problems with the U.S ., including its inability to continue to fund major 
environmental control projects. 

It remains to be seen whether Worster will be comfortable in the role of a 
spokesman or a policy maker, an area into which his growing popularity may push 
him. To this point, be bas been comfortable in the position of cultural critic and 
environmental advocate . Most likely, be will politely pass, just as be has in his 
books, on the puzzling question, "where to from here?" 
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Irish Neutrality During 
the Second World War 

Kathleen M. Larkin 

At the time the Second World War began , neutrality was an established and 
accepted policy in international relations. 1 Indeed , many nations declared a neutral 
position--Norway, Switzerland, Sweden, Holland , and Belgium, to name a few . 
Even the United States declared itself neutral , and it was not until the Japanese attack 
on Pearl Harbor and the German declaration of war that the United States became a 
belligerent. Moreover, other nations, particularly in South America, declared war 
against the Axis powers only near the end of the war after victory was assured. 
Despite these instances of neutrality , however, the declaration of neutrality by the 
twenty-six counties making up the state of Ireland (or Eire in Irish)2 was a 
contentious issue . Eamon De Valera, the Taoiseach3 of Ireland who decided in favor 
of neutrality , has been both celebrated and condemned for this policy. He has been 
celebrated for successfully keeping his small nation out of the conflagration and 
condemned for not joining the fight against tyranny and evil. Although Ireland faced 
criticism and pressure for its neutral stance, it refused to abandon the policy . 

While the policy of neutrality during the war was due in part to de Valera 's 
commitment to the concept of neutrality , it was first and foremost in the national 
interests of Ireland. Neutrality served Ireland 's interests by providing Ireland with 
a means to demonstrate its independence , to exercise its sovereignty , to satisfy 
domestic considerations, and to demonstrate against Britain. Neutrality was also the 
most practical choice since it kept Ireland out of a war for which it was unprepared . 
Despite the many factors driving its wartime policy , Ireland was neutral in name 
only . Ireland betrayed its pro-Allied position hy showing a decided preference for 
the Allies and by accepting their assistance. Regardless of Ireland 's "friendly 
neutrality" toward the Allies and against Germany , Ireland 's neutral stance during the 
Second World War had unfavorable international implications for Ireland in the post
war years. As for post-war domestic implications, they were mixed . 

The policy of neutrality adopted by de Valera during the Second World War 

Kathleen Larkin is a senior, graduating in May, 1995, with a double major in History and 
Political Science. This paper was written in the fall of 1994 for History 4200, History of 
Ireland, taught by Dr. Jim Wolf . 
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Eamon de Valera addresses Eire. 
(From: Joseph T. Carroll, Ireland in the War Years, Newton Abbot: David and Charles, 

1975, p.152.) 

was due in part to his commitment to the concept of neutrality. Journalist and 
historian Robert Fisk explains that the notion of neutrality in Ireland was nothing new 
in 1939. Many in Ireland were opposed to the Boer War of 1900 and the First 
World War. Opposition to these wars centered on the belief that Irishmen should not 
be expected to fight in Britain 's wars and it contributed to the rise of Irish 
nationalism. Therefore , by the time hostilities broke out in 1939, "Irish nationalism-
and Republicanism--had become associated with non-participation in war. "4 Thus, 
the notion of and commitment to neutrality was deeply felt in Ireland and closely 
associated with patriotism and freedom . 

According to historian T . Ryle Dwyer, de Valera initially advocated 
intervention in Manchuria after the 1931 Japanese invasion , in the Chaco War 
between Bolivia and Paraguay in 1932, and in Ethiopia in 1935 just prior to Italy 's 
invasion. 5 However, the League of Nations ' unwillingness to intervene in these 
incidents strengthened de Valera 's belief in the desirability of neutrality . As Fisk 
explains, it was the failure of the League of Nations after the Italian invasion of 
Ethiopia that drove de Valera "into the isolationist camp. "6 

More important than a commitment to the notion of neutrality was de 
Valera 's belief that a neutral policy would allow Ireland to establish its independence 
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and exercise its sovereignty . Ironically , it was an agreement with the British which 
facilitated Ireland's neutrality policy . In 1938 Ireland and Britain made an 
arrangement whereby the three ports of Cobb, Berehaven, and Lough Swilly , which 
were retained by the British in the 1921 Anglo-Irish Treaty , would be returned to the 
Irish. As author and historian Kevin B. Nowlan puts it, "the British decision to give 
up the ports removed one of the most serious obstacles to effective Irish neutrality 
in time of war. "7 lt would have been difficult at best for Ireland to remain neutral 
with Britain using the ports in its war effort. 

Regardless of how Ireland gained the ability to undertake a neutral stance, 
Ireland adhered to the policy of neutrality to assert its sovereignty and independence 
from Britain. Fisk points out that if Ireland joined the war, it would have been 
dependent on Britain for its security. 8 In such circumstances, one would have to 
question whether Ireland was truly "independent" and also to what degree it had 
succeeded in severing itself from Britain. 

Ireland's commitment to establishing its independence and exercising its 
sovereignty was evident from occurrences during the war . One such incident 
involved the so-called "American Note." Early in 1943, the United States presented 
a note to de Valera requesting that he remove all Axis diplomats from Ireland . The 
United States believed that these diplomats posed a security risk to troops stationed 
in Northern Ireland and for plans to invade France. 9 De Valera refused to comply 
with the American request on the grounds that it threatened Ireland's ability to carry 
out an independent foreign policy .10 Another request from the United States 
prompted a similar response. Just prior to the German surrender in May of 1945, 
David Gray, the American representative in Ireland, requested that de Valera make 
assurances that he would not grant asylum to German war criminals. De Valera 
refused to make such assurances. According to Dwyer, although he was not likely 
to grant asylum to war criminals, de Valera "was not prepared to sacrifice his 
country's freedom to do so by making a prior commitment. "11 Thus, a policy of 
neutrality allowed de Valera to demonstrate Irish independence . 

Aside from allowing de Valera to demonstrate Irish sovereignty, the policy 
of neutrality also provided de Valera with an opportunity to speak out against the 
partition of his nation. On the evening of September 3, 1939, the day Britain and 
France declared war on Germany, de Valera announced his decision to keep Ireland 
neutral. In that address to the nation, de Valera stated that "with part of our country 
still unjustly severed from us, we felt that no other decision and no other policy was 
possible . "12 The injustice of partition was a recurring theme for de Valera. For 
example , Britain tried in vain to get de Valera to allow them to use the Treaty Ports 
which were returned to Irish control in 1938. De Valera explained that although he 
sympathized with the British situation, "the difficulties created by partition prevented 
him from giving open expression to his sympathies. "13 The United States was given 
a similar explanation when de Valera turned down the American request to remove 
all Axis diplomats. De Valera explained that to comply with the request would 
violate Irish neutrality , which was "the logical consequence of Irish history and of 
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the forced partition of national territory . " 14 

Although de Valera claimed that it was the partition of Ireland that prevented 
him from cooperating with the British or the Americans, partition actually made it 
easier for Ireland to maintain its neutrality . This was due to the fact that Britain had 
bases in Northern Ireland which it could and did use . If these bases were not 
available to the British, they may have been much more likely to infringe on Irish 
neutrality . 15 

Domestic concerns were another factor which motivated de Valera 's decision 
for neutrality . According to Trevor C . Salmon, an international relations professor, 
there existed two factions in Ireland : those who wanted to join Germany , primarily 
the Irish Republican Army (IRA), and those who supported the Commonwealth . 
Salmon goes on to say that "in view of this divide and the recent civil war [1922] , 
internal unity was a factor not to be underestimated , and there was widespread 
acceptance that neutrality was the course of action most likely to unite the people of 
Eire . "16 Certainly , the memory of the 1916 Easter Uprising17 weighed heavily in de 
Valera 's decision . Thus, de Valera chose the policy of neutrality to unite the nation. 

Any decision de Valera made had to consider the IRA since it was a 
potentially disruptive force . Simply stated, the goals of the IRA were a complete 
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British withdrawal from Ireland , reunification of Eire with the six counties in the 
north , and the right to self-determination. The IRA already demonstrated that it was 
willing and capable of using violence to achieve its aims. What is more , the IRA 
was not averse to cooperating with Germany if doing so would further its objectives . 
The author Joseph T . Carroll states that de Valera had to "neutralize the IRA who 
would naturally see in England 's difficulty, Ireland 's opportunity . "18 Further, the 
IRA was a significant factor in de Valera 's decision for neutrality since any perceived 
alliance with the British could quite possibly lead to another civil war. Accordingly , 
de Valera had to be careful that his actions toward Britain could not be construed by 
the IRA as a sell-out of the Catholics in the north . 

These domestic considerations naturally affected Anglo-Irish relations. For 
instance, it was not feasible for de Valera to allow the British to use the Treaty Ports. 
Not only would such a move undermine Ireland 's neutrality and open it up to attack 
by Germany, but it would also undermine de Valera 's domestic position vis-a-vis the 
IRA. In addition, Ireland and Britain had worked out a plan for Ireland 's defense in 
the event of a German attack. Britain proposed stationing truops in Ireland as a 
preventive measure ; however, de Valera could not allow British troops on Irish soil 
until an attack had actually occurred without risking IRA unrest. 19 Consequently , 
domestic concerns played a large role in both the formulation and implementation of 
war-time neutrality. 

All other considerations aside , Ireland decided on the policy of neutrality 
during World War II because it was the most practical. Regardless of which side 
Ireland aligned itself with, the consequences would be severe . Ireland could not 
properly defend itself due to its small number of troops and its lack of military 
equipment. Furthermore , becoming a belligerent would have subjected Ireland to the 
bombing raids that non-neutral and occupied nations endured. 

An alliance with Germany would have been foolish and reckless due to the 
proximity between Ireland and Britain. If Ireland had declared war on the Allies, 
Britain most likely would have occupied Ireland immediately. Also, Ireland 's entry 
into the war on the side of Germany would have further reinforced the belief among 
the British that the Irish could not be trusted . Such an event would have jeopardized 
any hopes Ireland had of establishing a united republic free from British interference. 

Because Ireland was dependent on Britain for overseas trade , it was essential 
that Ireland remain on friendly terms with the British . As historian John P. Duggan 
states, Ireland 's "considerations were not given out of any special love for the Allies 
or any initial animosity towards the Third Reich . They arose from national self 
interest: they were essential for survival. "20 Once again , practical necessity 
influenced Irish foreign policy . 

Once Ireland decided on neutrality , it had to implement the policy . A review 
of Ireland's actions during the war illustrates that although technically a declared 
neutral , Ireland gave special consideration to the Allies . Historians have drawn a 
fine distinction regarding Ireland 's true position. Salmon states that Ireland was a 
non-belligerent rather than a neutral / 1 and Dwyer contends that Irish neutrality 
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"should more properly be called Ireland 's determined non-belligerence, seeing that 
the benevolent attitude adopted by the Irish towards the Allies . .. went far beyond 
the bounds of real neutrality. "22 

One of the rights and duties of a neutral nation is to remain impartial , 
something Ireland clearly did not do . 23 Ireland showed partiality in a variety of 
ways. For instance , Ireland implemented a coast-watching service. Although the 
information was sent, in theory , to the "world ," in practice only the British were in 
a position to act on it. 24 The Germans may have bad access to this information, 
however, due to the distance of Germany from Ireland , they were unable to act on 
the information in a timely manner . Therefore , the coast-watching service really 
benefited the British. 

In matters of intelligence , the Irish also showed a decided preference for the 
Allied cause . In 1942 the Irish demanded that the German legation in Ireland turn 
over its transmitter , which it did . Although it could be argued that the transmitter 
was being used for espionage which would have violated Irish neutrality , similar 
demands were not made on the British or the Americans. More significantly, Irish 
officials cooperated with American intelligence officers, particularly those of the 
Office of Strategic Services, the precursor to the Central Intelligence Agency . The 
Irish officials turned over information obtained from captured German spies, assisted 
the United States "by transporting information on bombing sites in Japan," and made 
an offer to the United States allowing agents to be stationed in Ireland. 25 

During the war, many allegations were made asserting that Ireland was a hot
bed of German espionage. However, it must be noted that any collaboration with the 
Germans was carried out primarily by the IRA and was not sanctioned by the Irish 
government. De Valera 's stern measures to suppress the IRA illustrates this point. 
In the war years, six IRA members were executed , three died on hunger strikes, 
hundreds were imprisoned on various charges and hundreds more were jailed without 
trial. 26 Obviously , these actions hindered collusion between the IRA and Germany , 
providing further evidence of de Valera 's preference for the Allies . 

Ireland 's treatment of downed airmen, rescued seamen, and captured spies 
also favored the Allies. Initially , all downed airmen, both German and Allied , were 
interned in the Curragb .27 However, as the war progressed , the Irish began 
classifying airmen as being on either operational or non-operational missions. 28 This 
classification scheme benefited the Allied airmen since it was plausible that they 
could be on training missions or some other type of non-operational mission, whereas 
the Germans, being so far from home , could only be on operational flights . In 
October of 1943, all but eleven interned Allied airmen were freed after it was 
determined that they were on non-operational flights at the time of their capture . 
Conversely , almost all German airmen were interned for the duration of the war. 29 

Irish officials also inspected the crashed German airplanes and gave information 
about the planes to the Allies . 30 

Airmen were not the only Germans interned in Ireland . In 1943 the Irish 
picked up about 150 German sailors from the Bay of Biscay . Dwyer asserts that 
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"there was no question of their having violated Irish territory , [however,] under 
international law they should have been free to return home, as they were stranded 
seamen. "31 The same questionable policy was applied to spies . American spies 
retained their freedom and were allowed to stay in Ireland once they were detected 
while German spies were jailed for the duration of the war. 32 

With regard to their own citizens, Ireland often ignored the practice of strict 
neutrality . Salmon points out that in many neutral states, it was illegal for the 
neutral 's citizens to join the war effort on behalf of any belligerent. 33 Although the 
estimates vary , as many as 40,000 Irishmen served in the British armed forces during 
the Second World War. 34 What is more , many of these men served with distinction-
eight Irishmen were awarded the Victoria Cross, Britain 's highest award for 
gallantry . 35 Many more Irishmen contributed to the war effort by working in Britain 
in war-related industries. Again, this could be construed as showing partiality toward 
the Allies. 

There were many other less significant incidents during the war which, 
nonetheless, illustrate how Ireland violated neutrality in favor oi the Allies. On April 
15-16, 1941, Germany carried out a bombing raid against Belfast, Northern Ireland , 
and Eire sent fire engines to help put out the fires . Although this could be viewed 
as a humanitarian gesture , according to Carroll , "strictly speaking" this was a breach 
of neutrality. 36 A more benign incident occurred in September of 1940. The Irish 
Press ran a picture of de Valera with Sir John Maffey , the British representative to 
Ireland , and David Gray , the American representative, at the all-Ireland hurling final. 
This does not appear to be a violation of neutrality, even "strictly speaking" ; 
however, this was not an honor accorded the German minister . 37 During the war, 
Ireland had a policy of censorship which required that Allied and Axis powers be 
treated equally. In light of this, a published picture of de Valera with representatives 
from the Allied nations betrayed a pro-Allied stance . 

Statements de Valera made publicly are further evidence of his pro-Allied 
position. First, de Valera denounced the German invasion of the neutral countries 
of Holland and Belgium. Second, in a speech given in Cork on December 15, 1941, 
de Valera expressed his sympathy to the American people after the attack on Pearl 
Harbor. Although he announced that there would be no change in his policy of 
neutrality, de Valera did state that he would be a "friendly neutral. "38 

Despite the partiality de Valera showed toward the Allies throughout the war, 
he did make some attempts to follow the protocol of neutrality. Perhaps the strangest 
example of this , and certainly the most controversial , was his statement of condolence 
upon Hitler 's death. Of course, de Valera was following neutrality protocol , but so 
near the end of the war, many have questioned whether it was necessary to follow 
the protocol especially since news of Hitler 's atrocities were already public 
knowledge. 

According to Salmon, another of the rights and duties of a neutral nation is 
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the "disavowal of external help . "39 Like the issue of impartiality , Ireland 's violation 
of this particular right and duty illustrated Ireland 's special consideration for the 
Allies. De Valera made numerous requests to the British for indirect military aid in 
the form of weapons and other equipment. The Irish Taoiseach wanted military 
assistance to protect itself from a potential German attack and "to prevent the 
Germans from establishing contact with the disaffected elements in Ireland. "40 Irish 
officials requested weapons from the United States as well . As previously stated, the 
Irish also had worked out plans for the British to come to the assistance of Ireland 
should it be attacked by the Germans. Of course , the Irish would have also accepted 
assistance from the Germans in the event of a British invasion . In either event, the 
point is that as a neutral , Ireland should have disavowed all external help. Further , 
this disavowal of external help showed a proclivity toward the Allies. For instance , 
when Germany made offers of arms should the British invade and further hinted that 
Germany would support a united Ireland , de Valera was non-committal. 41 However, 
the Irish were much more willing to accept arms from the British and Americans and 
also considered more seriously offers of entering the war on the side of Britain in 
exchange for unity . Several meetings and discussions took place between British and 
Irish officials regarding a plan to end partition after the war in exchange for Ireland 
abandoning neutrality in favor of Britain. Never fully trusting the British, de Valera 
rejected the proposal. In addition, Lord Craigavon, the Prime Minister of Northern 
Ireland, refused to support the plan. 

As could be expected, the Irish policy of neutrality brought post-war 
implications, both domestic and international. On the domestic front , Ireland's 
neutrality "put the seal on independence" and "established her full sovereignty. "42 

On a less tangible plane , Salmon explains that "the Irish experience in these years 
generated a powerful myth of Irish neutrality" and the myth "became an established 
part of Irish political culture. "43 

The policy of neutrality had international implications as well. According to 
Dwyer, de Valera had gained international prestige by the beginning of the Second 
World War, but his policy of neutrality "greatly damaged his international 
reputation. "44 All neutral nations were excluded from the inauguration of the United 
Nations in San Francisco. 45 Further, Ireland was prevented from joining the United 
Nations until1955. The Soviet Union kept Ireland out of the U.N. with the use of 
its veto power, arguing that as a neutral , Ireland was "not a peace-loving nation. "46 

Exclusion from the new international organization must have been painful or at least 
disappointing to de Valera. He was, after all, President of the Council of the League 
of Nations in 1932, and in 1938 President of the Assembly of the League of Nations, 
and further was an early supporter of collective security . 

Ireland 's policy of neutrality also affected post-war relations with Britain and 
America. According to history professor Paul Canning, the war changed the way 
Britain viewed Ireland . He states, "they no longer felt they owed Ireland anything . 
All guilt for the past was washed away by resentment at the present. Their 
sympathies were entirely with the Ulster Protestants . "47 As Canning implies, 
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neutrality also served to solidify partition. Fisk states, "if neutrality was contingent 
upon the maintenance of partition . . . it had served to consolidate that state of affairs 
by the time the conflict ended. "48 As for the Americans, David Gray succeeded in 
his original plan to discredit de Valera before the United States. In 1948 de Valera 
took his anti-partition campaign to the United States, but he was unable to gain much 
support from the American people. As Dwyer puts it , "they had little time for him 
because they had been led to believe that he had been at best indifferent to the Allied 
cause and at worst a Nazi sympathizer. "49 

Irish neutrality was both a risky and a practical policy. It was risky because 
Ireland opened herself up to the possibility of invasion by Britain and the United 
States or by Germany . Any of these powers could have successfully invaded Ireland. 
Although any invader would surely have faced determined resistance , Ireland would 
not have been able to resist for long . Neutrality was practical because Ireland was 
not in a position to defend itself adequately nor could it have contributed significantly 
to the war effort. It was also practical in that it served Irish national interests . In 
the end, Irish neutrality may have done more to serve the Allied cause than if Ireland 
had been a belligerent and it is clear that it served Ireland 's own concerns far more 
than direct involvement in the war ever could have . 
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Endnotes 
1. Robert Fisk, In Time of War: Ireland, Ulster and the Price of Neutrality 1939-45 
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1983), p.64 . 
2. After the partition of Ireland in 1920, the twenty-six county area was referred to 
as the Free State. However, Eamon de Valera 's government preferred the name 
Eire . In this paper the names Ireland and Eire are used interchangeably to refer to 
what is the present-day Republic of Ireland . 
3. The term Taoiseach is the equivalent of Prime Minister. The architect of 
Ireland 's neutrality policy , Eamon de Valera (1882-1975) w~s active in the political 
life of Ireland from the early 1900s. In 1926 de Valera founded the Fianna Fail 
party , which remains one of Ireland 's prominent political parties, and he served as 
president of the Irish Republic from 1959 to 1973 . Until his death , de Valera 
remained committed to the notion of a united and independent Ireland. 
4. Fisk, p.64. 
5 . T . Ryle Dwyer, Strained Relations: Ireland at Peace and the USA 
at War 1941-45 (Dublin: Gill and Macmillan, Ltd ., 1988), p.2 
6. Fisk, p.58. 
7. Kevin B. Nowlan and T . Desmond Williams, eds., Ireland in the 
War Years and After, 1939-51 (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 
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15. Nowlan, p.40 . 
16. Salmon, p.121. 
17. Nationalists opposed to Irish involvement in the First World War rebelled 
against Britain in the 1916 Easter Uprising . The British quickly crushed the 
rebellion, which resulted in numerous arrests and imprisonments as well as 15 
executions. 
18. Carroll , p.14. 
19. Fisk, p.160. 
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Breaking Down Barriers: 
The Denver YWCA and the Phyllis 

Wheatley Branch, 1940 to 1949 

Marcia Tremmel Goldstein 

" . . . race should not be a barrier between women working toward a common goal ." 

YWCA National Board, 1949. 1 

Denver 's "Phyllis Wheatley Colored YWCA Club" was founded in 1916 at 
Shorter A.M.E. Church . The club grew quickly , and became an official Branch of 
the Central Denver and National YWCA in 1920. The Phyllis Wheatley YWCA 
Branch, named after the 18th century slave poet , was the city 's major center for 
young African-American working women and school-aged girls. 2 For almost fifty 
years, the Phyllis Wheatley organization operated a residence hall , youth and camp 
programs, an employment bureau, and arts and recreation classes. They operated 
these programs out of their own building, supported a paid staff of four , and 
sustained a large and active volunteer support system. From 1920 until the early 
1960s, the Branch was located at 2460 Welton Street, in the heart of Denver 's Five 
Points neighborhood . 3 It was one of the last traditionally black YWCA Branches to 
close its doors in the United States. 4 

This examination of the Phyllis Wheatley YWCA Branch during the 

Marcia Tremmel Goldstein is a Denver native. As an M.A. history student at UCD, she is 
focusing on western U.S. and Colorado women's history . She is a past UCD Historical 
Studies Journal editor and author. Breaking Down Barriers was written in 1991, under the 
direction of Dr. Myra Rich, and Dr. Tom Noel, both at the University of Colorado at Denver, 
and Dr. Lee Chambers-Schiller, University of Colorado at Boulder. The article has been 
updated, and is a chapter in Goldstein's M.A. Thesis on female race relations in Denver's 
YWCA. 

The author would like to dedicate this paper to long time Phyllis Wheatley YWCA 
member and former Denver YWCA All-Association President Addye Lightner, now deceased, 
who graciously gave of her time and memories to assist in the research. Long time YWCA 
activists Ellen Moose and Sarah Sims also helped to bring the Phyllis Wheatley YWCA story 
back to life. They and many other former members still reside in Denver, where the Phyllis 
Wheatley Branch and the YWCA has fulfilled an integral part of their life. 
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Phillis Wheatley (1753-1784) was the first African American and the second woman to 
publish a volume of verse in 1773. Born in Gambia, Africa, Wheatley was brought to the 
U.S. on the slave ship • Phillis' in 1761. She learned to read and write, and later became 

famous for her poetry. Many black YWCA branches took pride in Wheatley's 
accomplishments, naming their organizations after her. 

(Courtesy of Colorado Historical Society) 
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tumultuous World War II years of the 1940s provides a rare view of Denver 's 
African-American women and their relationship to whites. The Branch thrived in the 
1940s, with a large, active membership of over 500 who enjoyed popular community 
programs developed by a strong, relatively autonomous leadership core . Pressures 
to end segregation in the national and local YWCA, as well as in the Denver 
community at large, became primary during and after World War II . During this 
time , many Denver YWCA members idealistically believed that the struggle against 
segregation , for racial equality , and integration were synonymous . Branch leadership 
whole-heartedly favored de-segregation of YWCA programs. They began to worry , 
however, whether the effectiveness of the Phyllis Wheatley Branch 's program in the 
black community would be curtailed by a strictly integrated approach . They 
repeatedly resisted proposals which might diffuse black YWCA leadership and 
programs, and shunned efforts to incorporate their Branch into the dominant white 
controlled Central YWCA. The Phyllis Wheatley Branch was constantly pressured 
to decide what was more important--the need to break through racial barriers? or the 
need to serve African-American women and girls in their own community? 
Historical evidence suggests that during the 1940s, Denver 's Phyllis Wheatley women 
searched for and found an intermediate position which allowed them to work on both 
goals simultaneously. This approach served to keep the doors of the Branch in Five 
Points open to the black community until 1964, when by mutual agreement, the 
YWCA organization in Denver sold the building and integrated all programs through 
its Central headquarters at 1545 Tremont Street. 

Over 43 boxes of detailed organizational records, including meeting minutes, 
brochures, organizational histories, scrapbooks, interviews, and other documents of 
the YWCA of Metropolitan Denver are housed at the archives of the Colorado 
History Museum in Denver. 5 This paper represents preliminary research into the 
rich and untapped history of interracial relations in Denver 's YWCA--one of the 
city 's oldest and most influential women 's organization .6 As historians search 
through the roots and branches of racial conflict in modern America, a closer look 
at little known experiences like the Phyllis Wheatley Branch in Denver sheds new 
light on the complexities of relationships between Denver's white and black women 
struggling for racial equality . 7 

The Young Women 's Christian Association , founded in 1858 in the United 
States, is a large , world-wide women 's organization which began as a Christian 
support organization for the new population of young working girls arriving in 
eastern U.S . cities . It has a long history of activism among working women and 
young girls of all races, and is deemed by YWCA historian Adrienne Lash Jones "the 
oldest and largest women 's multiracial organization in the world . "8 Its structure and 
program have thrived not only on a national level , but in a myriad of distinctly 
different local contexts. This variety provides historians with ample material with 
which to analyze female race relations in the YWCA. 9 

The earliest YWCAs each had an ambitious and well-respected program 
which included supervised residence halls , social clubs for working girls , women 's 
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employment bureaus, religious and practical educational classes, and youth programs 
nationwide . Black women sorely needed these services, but all-white YWCAs 
excluded blacks from their early programs. It was not until the World War I period 
that YWCA's began to actively reach out to black women. 

Nationally , African-American groups found that rejection from white 
organizations could be turned to their advantage , and began providing services geared 
to the needs of the black community . As a byproduct , these early self-help efforts 
provided opportunities for the development of black leadership . Women 's groups 
were no exception. For example , the National Federation of Afro-American Women 
was launched in 1895 by Margaret Murray Washington (Mrs . Booker T . Washington) 
and Rosetta Sprague, the daughter of Frederick Douglass . 10 This group united with 
others, resulting in the National Association of Colored Women (NACW) organized 
by Mary Terrell, which held its first convention in 1896, and enlisted over 100 clubs 
nationwide by 1897. 11 Under the NACW motto, "Lifting as We Climb," the 
Woman 's League of Denver was formed in 1894 by clubwoman Ida DePriest and "a 
few high-souled women. "12 

As with middle class white women of the day , black club women saw 
themselves as the "moral guardians" of their own community. But blacks also 
challenged their clubs to fight racism in the larger community . "The responsibility 
[is] on women [in] uplifting a downtrodden race above the rockies of prejudice , " 
declared the Elizabeth Piper Ensley , President of the Colorado Association of 
Colored Women's Clubs (CACWC) in 1904. 13 The motto of the CACWC, which 
consisted of clubs from Colorado Springs, Pueblo , and Denver, was "To the Stars 
Through Difficulties. " 14 Between 1900 and 1925, . at least twenty-two clubs had 
formed in Denver alone . The most significant and enduring institution of the 
Association was the Negro Women 's Club Home and Day Nursery, established in 
1916 at 2357 Clarkson Street. It still operated in 1995 as the George Washington 
Carver Day Nursery in Denver. 15 

Club and church men and women participated in early anti-racism actions in 
the Denver community. In 1915, black attorney and Denver Star publisher George 
Ross and his wife Gertie , dentist Dr . Clarence F . Holmes, and George Gross formed 
the Denver chapter of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored 
People , six years after the national NAACP was founded .16 The group 's first major 
action was to lead Denver blacks in a protest against the showing of the pro-Ku Klux 
Klan film, Birth of a Nation. The state 's second civil rights law was enacted by the 
21st general assembly in 1917, outlawing discriminatory advertising . Organized 
protests against rest room discrimination at the Denver Dry Goods took place in 
1918, and an anti-lynching fund was set up in 1919.17 

The turn-of-the-century black women 's club movement was far more than a 
mimicking of white society. It was a direct response to changes for the worse for 
blacks in American society, including stepped up racial prejudice and segregation, 
lynch-mob violence , and rapid social upheaval due to increased urbanization and 
industrialization. 18 As part of the national trend toward separate black women 's 
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clubs, the first YWCA chapter for black women was formed in Dayton, Ohio in 
1893 . 19 By the turn of the century , YWCA-YMCA student chapters cropped up at 
most of the major black college campuses . In June 1907, the YWCA held a national 
conference on "Negro work ." According to historian Dorothy Salem, "The decisions 
reached at this conference had a major impact on the form of race relations and black 
female participation for years to come. "20 The right of black YWCA clubs to be 
official YWCA affiliates was affirmed , but they would remain "subsidiaries" of 
white-controlled central Y's . A policy approving separate black community 
programs also emanated from the conference , encouraging black self-help and 
leadership development based on what were called "natural groupings" (i.e . racial 
groups) within the YWCA constituency . 21 

In some cities, black women were reluctant to affiliate with the white-run 
YWCA, preferring to work with the National Association of Colored Women 
(NACW). The National Board of the YWCA was concerned about this trend , and 
so in January, 1913, a leading black organizer, Eva Bowles, was named National 
Secretary for Colored Work. Eva Bowles was college educated , and possessed "a 
personal ability of gaining and holding the best wishes of the white people as easily 
as she does the colored. "22 She obtained NACW endorsement of the YWCA, and 
launched an effort to establish black YWCA affiliates at the grass-roots level in most 
major cities and campuses. Such was the case in Denver when Bowles met with 
black YWCA founders Isabel Chapman, Lydia Smith Ward, Gertie Ross , and others, 
together with white YWCA Board members Mrs. I. B. Perkins and President Jennie 
Hendrie at Shorter A.M .E. Church to form the YWCA Phyllis Wheatley Club for 
Colored Women .23 The YWCA in Denver, which had been founded in 1886, thus 
became bi-racial in 1916. 24 

By 1920, the Denver Phyllis Wheatley Branch became an official affiliate of 
the national and local YWCA organization , and had established its own headquarters 
at 2460 Welton Street. 25 Following the national pattern, an elected Committee of 
Management ran the day to day affairs of the Branch, overseen by the central YWCA 
Board of Directors . The Branch's first Chair of the Committee of Management was 
founder Gertie Ross, who later became the first African-American woman to serve 
on the central Board in 1923 . The Branch was soon to become, according to 
historian Linda Dixon, "a major community support system. "26 Addye Lightner, a 
young 18-year-old secretary at Woodmen Insurance , recalls starting her 75-year-long 
YWCA career by joining the "Business Girls Club" at Phyllis Wheatley in 1918. 
Like other local YWCA activists , Addye was young, energetic, single, and a college 
graduate (University of Denver School of Business Administration). 27 During 1923, 
the Phyllis Wheatley Branch housed 310 women , placed over 300 in jobs, and was 
53 % self-supporting. Over 300 members had enrolled , forming five school-aged 
girls clubs, the Business and Industrial Girls Club , and had up to 60 volunteers 
carrying out community YWCA social events and programs. 2J! 

What most characterized the early work of Denver 's Phyllis Wheatley Branch 
was its work with younger black school girls. Camp, school , and after-school 
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The Girl Reserves, a popular YWCA club for adolescent girls during the 1930s and 1940s, pose in their 
"Sunday best " with their adult counselors in the main dining room of the Phyllis Wheatley YWCA Branch at 

2460 Welton Street in Denver. 
(Courtesy of Colorado Historical Society) 
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programs were modelled after successful work nationwide . "The YWCA molded my 
life!" claims early member Sarah Sims. Sims was an active member of the 
"Yakawanna Club" of the Girl Reserves beginning in 1919 at age 11. Sarah 's 
fondrnernories of travelling to camp near Boulder in Lieutenant Earl Mann 's car are 
as vivid as yesterday. :!9 "The girls learned to get along, to play fair . Nobody was 
a loser. "30 Camp Nizhoni , a permanent summer mountain camp, was established 
at Lincoln Hills near Pinecliffe in the early 1920s. The site was donated by the 
developers of Colorado 's first all-black mountain resort. 31 In 1928, the Denver 
Community Chest allotted $6,830.94 to the Phyllis Wheatley Branch for youth 
prograrns .32 The work continued to grow through the 1930s and 1940s. Addye 
Lightner later lamented that "no one has replaced what the ' Y ' did for girls. Perhaps 
if the YWCA could reach young women [now], maybe more of them could be saved" 
from the modern problems of teen-age pregnancy , drugs , and poverty. 33 

By 1940, the Colorado WPA Writer's Program (a New Deal program for 
gathering community histories) credited the YWCA with reducing juvenile 
delinquency among Denver 's black children. The same report described the Branch 
as "the only organization working with girls and women specifically and in a 
constructive manner. "34 The conditions of the 1940s for Denver's minority women 
made the work of the Phyllis Wheatley Branch particularly vital. A flurry of war
related activity and population influx taxed the Branch's finances , facilities , and 
organizational structure. Membership was large and active at Phyllis Wheatley, and 
recruitment activities took place regularly. For example, a "YWCA Sunday" at Zion 
Baptist Church in 1940 brought out over 300 interested young women. "Intimate 
speeches, " dramatic readings, and pep songs "stirred the women" into joining. 35 

"Adult work" of the Branch in 1940 consisted of Business and Professional Girls 
Club, the Industrial Club, the Young Married Women's Club , the Health Education 
Department, the Public Affairs Committee, and the Residence. Youth programs 
consisted of the Girl Reserves (grade school and high school), Young Employed Girls 
(post-high school), Boni Amici Club (high school graduates who were "intermittently 
employed"), and most importantly, Camp Nizhoni .36 Added to this crowded agenda 
was recruitment of female hostesses to work with the United Servicemen's 
Organization (USO), which had established a soldier's recreational center for racial 
minorities at the Glenarm YMCA. 

"Businesses notorious for their discrimination against minority groups are 
now discreet enough to make exceptions in the case of men in uniform, at least in 
Denver," claimed sociologist Henry Hough in a Works Progress Administration 
report in 1942.37 Yet racial prejudice and segregated policies held sway in the city , 
against a backdrop of war-time buildup of population , industry, and racial tensions. 
An estimated four million servicemen and women carne through Denver during 
World War 11 .38 Black population doubled during the 1940s, swelling from 7,836 
to 15,059 by 1950.39 Hispanics increased at a similar rate. Yet , by 1947 only two 
blacks and one Mexican-American were employed as policemen, with complaints of 
white police brutality against minorities on the increase. Blacks were at first barred 
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Phyllis Wheatley members entertain servicemen with a game of "whist • at Denver's segregated Glenarm USO 
during World War II. 

(Courtesy of Colorado Historical Society) 
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from defense jobs and agitated like their counterparts nationally to be included in the 
huge construction of the Remington factory. The Colorado Statesman , a black 
newspaper, reported that despite federal efforts, blacks and Mexican-Americans have 
"one chance out of a thousand" to get these jobs. "40 Denver was not alone as it faced 
unprecedented social and racial upheaval during the 1940s. The national climate 
forced President Truman to establish a number of weak hut path-breaking measures 
to force the nation to look more closely at issues of civil rights .41 

Women were key to the defense industry in Denver . By 1944, Denver 
University professor Fitzhugh Charmichael estimated that women held one half of the 
estimated 206 ,000 defense related jobs in the metro area . 42 D. U. had held special 
classes in laboratory training for women , and the Emily Griffith Opportunity School 
had crowded classes in welding , machine shop , machine maintenance , and sheet 
metal working for women . The local YWCA, including the Phyllis Wheatley 
Branch, had programs to support the influx of women into the work force , many of 
whom were new to the city as well. 43 

Predictably , black women were hired for the most menial and dangerous 
jobs, at lower pay . Local Phyllis Wheatley member Oleta Crain reported to YWCA 
officials in 1942 about her employment at the Remington Arms Denver Ordnance 
Plant: 

There are only two jobs open to Negro girls--being a service 
operator , which is a maid 's job, or working in the lead shop . The 
foreman told me there was no chance for advancement but two 
weeks afterwards offered me a job in the lead plant because I had a 
college education and have been working on my master 's degree . 
The [white] girls whose job I took had just finished Gove Junior 
High School. They guard against lead poisoning by giving an 
examination every three weeks, and in the event we do get lead 
poisoning we can go back to sanitation. They like to have college 
girls because they feel all colored girls who have gone to college are 
honest. They want all girls to be good looking . .. 

The colored girls work only with men and not with any 
white girls. We have to walk two blocks to the cafeteria and a rest 
room. We did not have a couch or chair or table and if we got tired 
had to walk two blocks to another building. Two or three times the 
forewoman found girls lying on the floor to rest , so after closing a 
rest room in another building they gave us one couch from there. In 
the cafeteria colored girls did the serving but they have been fired 
because white girls did not want to he served by them. There is 
quite a bit of discrimination .44 

Against the backdrop of wartime social upheaval , there was an unprecedented 
push for more equitable racial policies in the National YWCA. "The tensions of the 
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YouRY A CALEnDAR 
Denver's YWCA during the 1940s was anxious to project a strong Image of Interracial harmony. This 1949 

publicity photo was on the cover of the 'Y's ' membership brochure and calendar of activities. 
(Courtesy of Colorado Historical Society) 
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present highlight the interracial life of the Association as never before . . now is 
the time to chart a clear course . . . and to quicken the tempo of change in order to 
take up the lag between purpose and practices of the YWCA. "45 Thus began 
Interracial Practices in Community YWCAs, the first of two studies on race relations 
published by the YWCA National Board in the 1940s. The 1944 investigation was 
mandated by the YWCA national convention , which had resolved · to achieve "the 
ultimate elimination of all segregation and discrimination ." There was sharp debate , 
especially in the southern branches, after the study commission travelled to every 
region . Denver was the only western location visited , and the book was read and 
discussed at length by the Phyllis Wheatley Committee of Management. 46 

A second national study , Toward Better Race Relations, was published in 
1949. It analyzed progress in racial integration , and was designed as a "handbook" 
on promoting positive interracial relations . 47 This report described "unexpected 
difficulties" in the YWCA integration process. First , some blacks didn 't want to 
integrate. Second , there had been a significant loss of black membership in cities 
where black programs had been eliminated . 48 The report discussed the urgency of 
developing more and stronger black leadership in the organization. 

At the peak of the country 's involvement in World War II, the National 
Board proclaimed that the YWCA "is urgently needed in working for the elimination 
of the heavy injustices experienced by the Negro people. A world-wide struggle for 
freedom is meaningless, the sacrifice of life in the war will he of little avail, unless 
democracy is made real for all people . "49 Local YWCA<>, both white and black, 
were urged to "stick their neck out" in support of community-wide efforts to combat 
racist policies and practices . Fighting school segregation, challenging "whites-only" 
policies in public accommodations like restaurants , hotels, and theaters , and working 
with organized labor to eliminate barriers to black employment in the defense 
industry were all recommended as ways that the YWCA<> could "set an interracial 
example" in their cities . 50 Denver's Phyllis Wheatley YWCA and a group of white 
YWCA members did not need to he prodded into action . They were already in the 
thick of it. 

Mrs . Cora Peters, speaking to the Branch Young Married Women 's Club on 
"Women in Industry," declared that "this is the moment for Negroes to act in facing 
any barrier, economic or otherwise ." She urged club members to "awaken and 
snatch each moment. "51 Taking Ms. Peters advice to heart , YWCA Secretary 
Margaret "Peg" Stewart, and Phyllis Wheatley members Sarah Sims and Frances 
Cohron indeed "snatched" many moments . They formed a joint committee with the 
Congress of Racial Equality (CORE) to "break discrimination in Denver restaurants, 
theaters and housing," according to Cohron . 52 Historian James Atkins claims the 
group had over forty members, both black and white, at its peak. The tactic in 
restaurants was to "sit and wait" for service . Picketing and arrests were common. 53 

Sarah Sims remembers targeting the movie theaters, which had for years required 
blacks to sit in their own section in the far balcony . A group of five or more would 
meet every Wednesday at the YWCA and wait for instructions of where to go that 
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evening. A white soldier sometimes came along for extra clout. "We were 
determined but not rude. We looked nice and acted nice , " Sims emphasized . After 
the group entered the theater, a special "colored" bell rang to alert an usher to escort 
them upstairs to the balcony. But the group would quietly take seats on the first 
floor. When an usher would ask them to move, they would politely refuse . "We 'd 
stay as long as we could," Sims recalled. Most theaters began to comply with 
requests to eliminate discriminatory seating arrangements as a result of these bold 
actions . A few had to be sued in order to comply. For many years, Sarah told all 
her friends they better sit on the first floor at the movies no matter what , "after all 
we went through to get them allowed there! "54 

Other examples of blatant racism were acted upon by the YWCA as well. 
In March , 1944, Mrs. Estelle Massey Riddle of the Cadet Nurse Corps visited the 
Committee of Management meeting to report that Denver hospitals would not accept 
Negro nurses. She reported that while Colorado General Hospital had hired some 
and wanted more , Denver General's "reception was not so cordial. " A committee 
was formed to pressure Denver General , Denver 's public hospital , to comply with 
fair employment standards . 55 

Facing housing shortages and discriminatory rental policies, Branch 
"Objectives for the Year--1945" listed "Housing" as its top priority, with a pledge 
to "get together with other groups . .. to answer what will become to [sic] those 
whom the fence has been placed around and what becomes of those fenced in ." 
Hattie Bush of the Branch was appointed as the Branch representative on Denver 's 
Unity Council, an interracial anti-discrimination group . 56 

An incident in 1943 brought the issue of black access to public facilities home 
to the Denver 's YWCA. Scheduled to sponsor a national YWCA Conference, the 
Central YWCA tried to arrange rooms for national officers who would be attending. 
The local hotel refused to allow black guests to stay there, and so the conference was 
called off. It was a national embarrassment, especially to the women of Phyllis 
Wheatley , who were angered that their access to national meetings would be 
hampered by the racist policies of Denver hotels. 57 

The Committee of Management suggested that the 1945 Phyllis Wheatley 
Annual Meeting should be held at a local hotel , instead of the traditional location at 
Shorter or Zion Church. The move, it was argued, "might be an opening wedge for 
Negro groups who had never taken a banquet to a hotel. . . " Enthusiastic women 
insisted , " ... we must learn to step forward for ourselves and not always leave new 
paths to be broken for us as a race by others. "58 

Equally challenging was the process of integrating the YWCA's own public 
accommodations, including residences, cafeterias, recreational facilities , and meeting 
rooms. Discriminatory practices in YWCA facilities were commonly accepted 
nationwide in the 1940s. These facilities served the general public, and were a great 
source of revenue through room rentals , club memberships, and recreation fees. 
"White only" policies at swimming pools and dining rooms were increasingly 
bothersome and embarrassing, for the YWCA was already famous in many 
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commumhes for its advanced or liberal views on racial issues. National policy 
encouraged local efforts to desegregate as important steps which would prove 
exemplary to the community at large . But by 1949, the national studies reported 
only "gradual" progress with regard to pools and recreation centers. 59 

Three "excuses" were given by local associations for failing to desegregate : 
1) fear of financial loss, 2) racial prejudice among non-YWCA users of the 
facilities , and 3) community health standards and policies which tended to exclude 
racial minorities in public facilities . 60 Denver 's experience integrating its residence , 
pool , and camps reflected all three obstacles . 

Denver had two YWCA Residences in the 1940s: the large all-white facility 
at 18th and Sherman Street, and the smaller Phyllis Wheatley Residence for Negro 
Women (as it was listed in the City Directory). By 1950, both had adopted 
integrated policies, but the Phyllis Wheatley Residence led the way . The Branch had 
rented rooms since 1920, to provide young black working women with safe , 
comfortable housing at a time when most public accommodations barred blacks in 
Denver. By 1940, the place had become a veritable institution , under the direction 
of the beloved Hattie Starr--described as matron, housekeeper, mother, and big sister . 
Admirers asked, "What would Phyllis Wheatley be without her?"61 Hattie Starr 
reported in 1941 that there was "no other agency where Negro girls can find a horne 
. . . " Taxi drivers regularly dropped off girls without funds at the branch, where 
they knew the welcome mat would be extended . 62 

In the early 1940s, Starr recorded the story of a white girl from a small town 
in Colorado who carne to Phyllis Wheatley "because she had felt that her appearance 
was such that she should be snubbed by the girls in her own group." Tension over 
the incident was politely described by Starr: "My problem . . . began with 
influencing the girls in the house to accept her in a friendly way ." Hattie took her 
in and even found her a job in a laundry for $12/week. Later she admitted she had 
to "influence" the white girl to leave "without any hint of prejudice." 63 

Desk workers in 1944 reported several instances of white women calling for 
rooms, fully aware that the residence was for "Negro girls. " In an effort to 
encourage residence staff to extend a welcoming hand to non-Negro women, the 
Branch House Committee (charged with making policies and maintenance of the 
residence) , vowed that " . .. we must first remove the bean from our own eye before 
we see the mote in our brother 's eye . " They established an official open-door policy , 
then went on to recommend to the Board that the downtown residence should be 
more accommodating as well : "[We] are looking forward to that day in the near 
future when all [emphasis added] facilities will be open in like manner to women and 
girls of all races . "64 By November that same year , Executive Director Frances 
Gordon reported that the Wheatley Residence no longer listed itself for "Negro 
girls," and the Central YWCA had assured the House Committee that "race girls " 
were indeed permitted to stay at Sherman Street. By May, 1945 , the Branch was so 
overwhelmed with housing requests from women of all races that a suggestion was 
made that "white persons living in our communities be asked to list their horne for 
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The beloved Phyllis Wheatley YWCA home stood at 2460 Welton Street in Denver's Five Points neighborhood. 
It was purchased in 1920 from the Barth family through a generous donation from Denver philanthropist Mrs . 

Vernor Z. Reed. The building was a major center for black women and young girls until 1964 when it was 
closed, sold and razed. An abandoned gas station stands at the site today. 

(Courtesy of Colorado Historical Society) 
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persons of other races not wishing to live here or in Negro homes . "65 By 
November, the Central and Branch Residence Committees were having joint 
meetings . 

Black women and girls had long been barred from the Central YWCA 
swimming pool down town . Instead they swam at the smaller pool at the black 
Glenarm YMCA. The first known "colored girls" to swim at the downtown YWCA 
pool were members of the Phyllis Wheatley basketball team who were allowed to 
practice at the central gym in 1939 . According to staff member Henrietta Ridley , 
"the basketball team set a precedent when the group enjoyed being a part of an 
interracial swimming party in the pool at central YWCA. . . the occasion was 
acceptable to all groups . "66 It was another five years before both whites and blacks 
declared that "it 's time fo r an interracial swimming program. "67 But Central 
administrators complained that their hands were tied, since the city's health code 
required demeaning health exams before blacks could swim in white pools. The 
issue was referred to the local Interracial Practices Committee , which eventually led 
a successful effort to eliminate the discriminatory exams by 1946. The Interracial 
Practices report also complained that , "the dining room hostess refused to have a 
Negro, (1) Because the 'state law demands separate rest rooms for White and 
Negro.' (2) All the other waitresses would quit." They pushed through a new policy 
allowing blacks to be hired in Central 's dining facilities . 68 

The National Interracial Practices Commission, which monitored racial 
practices at the "grass-roots" program level , observed that despite restrictive racial 
policies, YWCA camps, recreational programs, and clubs were especially popular 
among black youth. The commission called these programs a bridge to inclusive 
participation . By 1944, national statistics revealed that 42% of all cities reported 
having held integrated camps. 69 Camp programs were reported in 1949 to be most 
frequently the first to experiment with integration , albeit with mostly symbolic 
results. All too often, " ... the number of Negro girls attending camp was so few 
that during some periods all persons present in an ' interracial camp ' were white . . 

n70 

The Denver YWCA's experience integrating its summer camp program is 
illustrative of this national trend. Proximity to the Rocky Mountains made Denver 
one of the first cities to sponsor a black YWCA camp in the country , Camp Nizhoni, 
which had operated at Lincoln Hills since 1926. Camp Nizhoni was described in the 
1941 Annual Report as "the only Negro Camp in Colorado," drawing girls from 
around the country , including city sponsored "underprivileged" campers. 71 At the 
same time , the Central YWCA had been operating the all-white Camp Lookout since 
1923. In 1942, the Central Board decided that an interracial session with reduced 
fees at Camp Lookout should be organized. In the summer of 1943, young Catherine 
Elliston, Henrietta Coleman, and Clarita Holmes became the first black girls to attend 
Camp Lookout. "The three Negro youngsters ... were well adjusted and rather 
easily fit into the camp program," reported the Phyllis Wheatley Committee of 
Management in September, 1943. 72 Since Camp Nizhoni was deteriorating for lack 
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Denver's Phyllis Wheatley YWCA Branch was nationally known for Camp Nizhoni, a mountain camp for black 
girls at Lincoln Hills near Pinecliffe, Colorado. This "camp family" posed among the summer wild flowers in 

the early 1940s. (Courtesy of Colorado Historical Society) 
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of maintenance , and the integrated sessions were proving successful , the Committee 
of Management decided after much thought in February , 1945 "that Camp Nizhoni 
be closed ... and the Denver YWCA conduct an interracial camp with an interracial 
staff. "73 The recommendation was accepted by the Central Board and the beloved 
Camp Nizhoni was sold. The next fall , the Phyllis Wheatley Committee of 
Management heard reports that the Interracial Camp was a great success . A total of 
123 girls attended , including 29 Negro, 5 Japanese, and 3 "Spanish ." 

It was not long, however , before enthusiasm for the new arrangement had 
plummeted . By 1947, black recruitment for camp was at an all-time low, and only 
one black camp counselor worked that summer. 74 One explanation for this turn of 
events was that black girls wanted to go to camp with girls they knew. They simply 
felt unwelcome or out of place in previously all-white camps, still staffed and 
attended primarily by whites . Evidence of this was apparent in April , 1948, when 
an All-Association Goint Central and Branch) Y-Teen Committee emphatically 
asserted that there was a "need for constant awareness that despite our desire and 
willingness to forward racial integration , opportunity must be provided for Negro 
girls to have a program which is primarily theirs ." The same report called for 
increased recruitment of girls of all races, and the appointment of a black youth 
director. 75 The 1949 national study verified the fact that many local black activists 
still felt that all program should still emanate from the branch , to keep the numbers 
of black memberships up, and address the needs of their own constituencies. 

Desegregation of recreational programs thus became a catalyst which brought 
out deeper issues of race relations within the YWCA organization. No area of 
integration strategy was more controversial than that of breaking down barriers in the 
YWCA's internal decision-making structure . The question of what was to be the role 
of black leadership under a new integrated approach was important to Phyllis 
Wheatley women . The issue reflected upon their own self-worth as leaders, but also 
could impact the YWCA's ability to relate to and serve the black community. 

The 1944 national study hoped to reveal "how barriers are broken down , how 
mutual understanding is built . . . and how racial differences become elements of 
strength. "76 The study used several internal measures of progress toward interracial 
decision-making: 1) the percentage of black members on the Central Board of 
Directors, 2) white involvement with black community issues, 3) Central Board 
recognition of black contributions and expertise to the whole association, not just 
experts on their own people 's needs and program. 77 

Denver measured up favorably on the first criteria. The Chairwoman of the 
Phyllis Wheatley Committee of Management had been a member of the central Board 
since Gertie Ross held that position in 1923. The YWCA Board of Directors had 
required three representatives from the Phyllis Wheatley Branch as full Board 
members ever since an "Interracial Standards Study" in 1938 had recommended such 
an arrangement. In addition, one Phyllis Wheatley member was encouraged to sit 
on every major All-Association Committee. 78 Frances Elliot , a leading Branch 
activist , had even been elected second Vice President of the Board in 1939. 
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On the second national criteria (white involvement in black community 
issues), the evidence regarding Denver is more sketchy . One way to break down 
black/white mistrust suggested by the 1949 study was to "bring whites to the black 
branch. "79 Additionally , locals were urged to break down "sorority" attitudes which 
had tended to exclude newcomers to long-standing committees or clubs . There is 
evidence that in Denver, numerous invitations were made by Branch leadership for 
whites to get more involved in the Wheatley Branch. 80 There is little evidence that 
whites responded to any great degree. Another indicator observed by the 1944 
commission was the existence and effectiveness of local "Integration Committees," 
advisory groups which were to "stimulate study and action by the [local] Board . . 
. that affect the relationships between those of different races. "81 Addye Lightner 
was a member of Denver 's "Interracial-Integration Committee" during the late 1930s 
and 1940s. 

Where separate black branches existed , like Denver, the 1944 commission 
asked the question , "do colored branches tend toward inclusiveness or divisiveness?" 
The fact that cities with black branches had decisively more black members was also 
considered: "in order to integrate , you have to have people to be integrated . "82 Fear 
of losing membership , black or white , was a common theme nationwide when 
integration experiments were contemplated. Locals were advised not to be 
"dissuaded by possible resignations" due to interracial policies, for others more 
supportive of YWCA goals would eventually replace them. 83 

The 1944 national commission was also cognizant of the fact that hi-racialism 
had afforded many more opportunities for black leadership development than in 
localities where no separate black branch had existed . It asked whether black women 
from the Branch were being brought into the mainstream of the Association . Had 
leadership opportunities been lost in that process? Was there an effort to identify and 
counter tokenism?84 Denver 's Central Board seems to have drawn criticism on this 
score. By 1944, the Phyllis Wheatley Committee of Management expressed concern 
that appointments of Negro members of All-Association committees were being made 
without consultation from the Branch Committee of Management. Branch leadership 
made an official recommendation to the Board that all appointments be made by the 
Chairman of the Committee of Management in the future. 

By the time of the 1949 national study , the problem of divided loyalties of 
local black leaders really came to a head nationally . "Integration is all one side," 
complained some local leaders, "Central is integrated but the Branch isn't. "85 

Pressure for black leaders to be representatives on the All-Association Board or 
committees drained Branch programs of their leadership resource. The problem of 
"not enough black leaders" was raised several times in the study , along with the 
caution that the organization needed more than "token" black representatives. In 
fact , the lack of black leadership in central decision-making was blamed by the report 
as the primary cause of problems in cities where the black branch had been 
dissolved. 86 Black leaders were pressured to be full and active participants in all
association business, while at the same time were under pressure to assist with local 
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Branch program. The evidence suggests that black women in local leadership felt 
that the YWCA's work in the black community was actually becoming a sacrificial 
lamb on the white YWCA leadership 's altar of "interracial integration." A covert 
form of racism was rearing its ugly head in the name of racial harmony. 

Black resentment in Denver was as severe as it was nationally . In June , 
1947, Branch Executive Director Frances Gordon openly complained that Branch 
program "has been sacrificed because of All-Association claims on Branch staff. "87 

Alice Papes , a well-liked "two-way interpreter" concurred , saying that Central staff 
should spend more time at the Branch: "the process of integration should work both 
ways . "88 Talented leaders like Addye Lightner were busy full time with city-wide 
committees. The leadership model was impossible to fulfill . 

Branch representatives on All-Association Committees also felt left out of 
important decision-making. In February , 1947, the Committee of Management heard 
complaints that Central committee and Board meetings were held at difficult hours , 
and representatives were not given sufficient information to intelligently answer 
questions. National Board member Mamie Davis reported some progress in this area 
nationwide in early 1948, but admitted that some joint committees had faltered as 
truly integrated decision-making bodies. She mentioned for example , that work on 
"Finance [Committees] seems more difficult because of the 'power ' aspects of dealing 
with money . "89 Davis had another important message for Branch women who were 
feeling increasingly conflicted about the organization 's experiments in integration: 
"While it is good to make things interracial , projects do not necessarily have to be 
organized with that as the primary purpose." Davis, according to the minutes, 
"questioned whether we can start to make the Denver Branch interracial?"90 

The national studies reported more successful experiments when specially 
planned inter-racial meetings, conferences, or convention sessions were held . It 
seemed that blacks and whites were most comfortable with each other if they were 
brought together naturally out of common interest. 91 This was true in Denver, where 
according to Addye Lightner, "it started with joint committees. " Lightner was on 
the All-Association Business Girls Committee for years, serving as its president in 
the 1930s and 1940s. Asked if the black women felt comfortable at joint meetings 
and affairs , Addye was quick to point out, "It doesn 't matter if you feel welcome or 
not. If you decide you ' re going to do something you do it! "92 

Black women sometimes took the initiative in suggesting joint meetings . For 
example , in September, 1946, the Phyllis Wheatley Committee of Management 
asked , "Is there a need for two Annual Meetings? " As with many issues of this 
nature , a committee was set up to study the question . 93 This "Committee on Aspects 
of Integration " met once and voted to disband , stating that an all -association 
committee be activated , "since Integration is a problem which can best be considered 
by the Association as a whole . "94 It was not until three years later that the first All
Association Annual Dinner Meeting took place , celebrating the theme , "Progress 
Through Integration ." Segregated dining was most often associated with the south , 
but activities like "eating together" were significant breakthroughs in Denver, too , 
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Addye Ughtner attends a YWCA club for adolescent girls during her tenure as Denver's 
All-Association President. In 1969, she was the first African-American to be elected to 

the post. Ughtner, a professional businesswoman, had joined Denver's Phyllis Wheatley 
YWCA in 1918. She was one of the YWCA's most influential leaders. (Courtesy 

Colorado Historical Society) 
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as late as 1949.95 

The integration of camps, residences, recreational programs, and 
organizational meetings was slowly progressing in Denver's YWCA throughout the 
1940s. Such a process would inevitably lead to internal branch discussions about the 
future of the Phyllis Wheatley Branch itself. Committee of Management minutes 
reveal the full extent to which Phyllis Wheatley leaders were searching for safe 
ground from which to protect their future , while maintaining their ties to the black 
community . As early as 1943, Branch debates centered on the question of the impact 
of integration on the YWCA's community work . One meeting asked the question, 
"What about voluntary segregation? Minority leadership development? Have we 
outgrown the Branch? We must think!! We ' re working toward an interracial 
organization. "96 

Lengthy discussion in the Committee of Management took place in October, 
1944, when the question , "what this transitional period means to us" was posed . 
Committee of Management member Ms. Fannie Gaskin was the first to chime in: 
"We need to take it little by little to be sure that we make the right step. We need 
to know what we are going to do now before we can know what we can do in the 
Post World War world . "97 Gaskin and many others saw that the question of the 
future of the Phyllis Wheatley Branch was directly tied to the future of blacks in this 
country. Working toward full integration in a community that was not ready to 
recognize full economic, social , and political equality for blacks was a risky business. 

By 1945, the Branch leaders sensed a need to combat complacency about its 
future. "IT IS YOURS TO DECIDE! THE FUTURE OF THE PHYLLIS 
WHEATLEY BRANCH" read a flyer distributed for the Annual Meeting and 
election. Committed Branch leaders were needed, the flyer went on, who were 
willing to face "many grave problems: employment, housing, race , taxation ... 
increasingly you will be called on to exercise your discretion in considering questions 
affecting the life of the Association. "98 

Several options were posed in hopes of warding off any suggestion of Branch 
closure . Yet another committee was set up to study the fundamental question : "Do 
we want a Branch setup or Central setup?"99 Many members felt the building and 
neighborhood were deteriorating into a slum, and so serious consideration of moving 
the Branch took place on a joint level in late 1948. Someone argued for a new 
location farther east, around 22nd and Gilpin, which "would not only be fairly 
accessible to many of the present Branch constituents .. . but could very well have 
a positive effect on the housing situation which has reached a stalemate in that 
area . "100 The suggestion of changing the name of the Branch to one less associated 
with blacks was first made during this year as well. 101 

Nervous members of the Committee of Management asked the Interracial 
Practices Committee whether the Branch leadership body itself would be required to 
become interracial in 1948. The consensus was that this was unlike! y, since the 
Committee was elected , and was "likely to be representative of its constituency . "102 

Integrating the constituency itself was the key, advised the Interracial Practices 
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Committee . "We must try to be more successful in developing an interracial 
constituency and to secure non-Negro volunteers . "103 More discussion about ways 
to bring in whites, Japanese and Spanish-speaking volunteers followed . In an 
apparent move to protect its constituency, while still allowing for Board members of 
other races to join, the Committee of Management voted to enlarge its membership 
to 23 members by the end of 1948. Hl4 

Consolidation of Branch resolve to remain autonomous was displayed in 
December, 1948, when the Community Chest , the major funding agency for the 
Branch, recommended selling the Phyllis Wheatley facility . The plan called for a 
merger with the predominantly black Glenarm YMCA, a joint expansion program, 
and turning the revenues from the sale to funding for a joint YM-YW recreation 
building and residence . 105 The proposal was greeted with extensive hostility from 
all sides . "One thing is assured--the branch will not be absorbed by anyone , nor lose 
its identity, " declared Phyllis Wheatley spokeswoman Lorna Tuttle in a press 
statement. 1~ The YM-YW merger idea was dropped immediately. 

"Let 's take a look at ourselves and see what the future holds," a Special 
Meeting of the Committee of Management called out in February, 1949. "If 
Program cannot be expanded , are we ready for absorption by Central?" The 
discussion heated up when Ms. Gaskin asserted that the Branch 's community ties 
were threatened: "Leadership development for young people . .. will not be possible 
if [we are] absorbed by Central." Frances Elliot suggested , "We must prove that 
the Branch is needed in this vicinity." Sara Johnson, a hard working volunteer 
reported that it was "increasingly difficult to get Negroes to join interracial clubs." 
The first interracial meeting of Y-Teens at the Branch "was not too successful as 
there were no Negroes in attendance ." Former Branch Executive Mrs. Ellen Moose 
reported that her responsibilities to "Membership Chapter" (a purposely integrated 
group of women over 35), had left her no time to work on other Branch programs. 107 

The consensus of the 1949 discussion was that , "we must continue to have 
program [sic] at the Branch. The more people we have ... the more we will have 
to send into integrated groups at Central. " But, "we need to work at Central in order 
to bring them into contact with educated Negroes ." We also need this education . 
. . to get ready for interracial experience . "108 

Frances Elliot warned in October, 1949 that "many of the changes were 
causing the Branch to lose its identity . We should determine just where we are 
ultimately going!" Ellen Moose suggested that the Committee of Management 's job 
was "to produce program and integrate in the area in which we are located and that 
becoming integrated was not to move Branch and activities to Central. " [emphasis 
added] Ms. Gaskin warned on the other hand that in accordance with the National 
Board 's Integration Charter, "we are moving toward final elimination of the 
Branch. "109 At the meeting of November 1, 1949, the Committee of Management 
opened with the song, "Be Strong," and voted to re-institute a Branch Annual 
Meeting . The Annual Meeting program was a round-table discussion, "To be or not 
to be a Branch. "110 
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The Phyllis Wheatley Branch and its Committee of Management indeed 
decided to be a branch. It remained intact throughout the next decade , operating as 
the "Welton Street YWCA Branch" to accommodate the integrationist trend . Youth 
programs, standing committees, and working women 's services continued to operate 
uninterrupted. Sadly , changing neighborhood conditions and shifts in priorities in the 
mid-1960s led to growing doubts even among blacks about the viability of their 
program in the Five Points neighborhood. Thus the handsome, three-story YWCA 
home was sold , closed and razed in 1964.111 

In 1969, the YWCA of Denver celebrated the election of its first black local 
All-Association president, Addye Lightner. During over fifty years of YWCA 
activism, Lightner had distinguished herself as a leader whose dedication to the 
YWCA's purpose of serving all of Denver 's women and girls had never faltered .112 

The historic Phyllis Wheatley Branch on Welton Street Addye had joined as a young 
girl in 1918 was now a cold , stark, abandoned gas station. Thousands of Denver 's 
black working women, mothers, and girls had found warmth, support, and a home 
there for decades. If the building still stood, it would undoubtedly be designated a 
Denver Landmark and listed on the National Register of Historic Places. It might 
have served as a black women's museum, or be reopened as a meeting house or 
community center serving the Five Points neighborhood , which is itself enjoying 
revitalization . 113 

Racial barriers and the complexities of integration that the YWCA faced in 
the 1940s still face our community today . Much can be learned from the experiences 
of women in interracial organizations like the YWCA. Black YWCA women 
developed strategies in the past which promoted equality and mutual understanding 
between the races, but guarded against white racism, no matter how covert. 
Denver's Phyllis Wheatley Branch founder Nelsine Howard Campbell said proudly 
of the sisterhood to which she had devoted her life , "Our heads are up!" 114 
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A Social Liberal: 
J. A. Hobson and Imperialism: A Study 

Richard Burden 

Editor 's note: Although Richard is one of the editors of this year 's journal, the other 
three editors voted unanimously to include his paper in this edition. Richard had no 
influence on the final decision for inclusion. 

"Amid the welter of vague political abstractions to lay one 's finger accurately 
upon any ' ism ' so as to pin it down and mark it out by definition seems impossible. "1 

Yet, this is precisely what John Hobson set out to do when he began Imperialism: A 
Study . So too , to pin down and mark out the life and work of John Atkinson Hobson 
seems, at first , impossible . His collected works run to over thirty volumes, and 
cover a tremendous range of subjects, such as political and social theory : The Social 
Problem (1901), Work and Wealth (1914), Wealth and Life (1929), Towards Social 
Equality (1931); economics: The Problem of the Unemployed (1896), The Economics 
of Distribution (1900), Rationalism and Unemployment (1930); internationalism: The 
Evolution of Modern Capital (1906), Problems of a New World (1921), Democracy 
and a Changing Civilisation (1934); critical biographies of Thorstein Veblen, Richard 
Cobden, and John Ruskin, plus his autobiography , Confessions of an Economic 
Heretic (1938). Very few , however, remember that Hobson was so prolific; for 
many J . A. Hobson will always be inextricably linked with one thing--Imperialism . 

Published in 1902, revised in 1905 and republished in 1938, Imperialism: A 
Study is Hobson 's most influential work. Yet, it is set apart from the rest of his 
oeuvre more as an indication of the caliber of the people influenced by it, rather than 
because of any idea specific to the work itself. Theories of capitalism and 

Richard Burden holds a B.A. in Theater Arts from Colorado State University. He is currently 
a Master's Degree Candidate at UCD. His area of focus is nineteenth and twentieth century 
British history with special emphasis on the nature of the relationship between England and 
its empire. This paper was written in the spring of 1994 for History 5040, Modern European 
Intellectual History, under Dr. Frederick Allen . 
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J.A. Hobson. 
(From: Jules Townshend, J.A. Hobson, Manchester: Manchester Univ. Press, 1990.) 
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imperialism were being seriously scrutinized by many thinkers at the end of the 
nineteenth century, but it was Imperialism that was read and digested by Rudolph 
Hilferding, Karl Johann Kautsky , Rosa Luxembourg, and Mikhail Bakunin. The 
nearest evolutionary relative to Hobson was Lenin ; his Imperialism the Highest Stage 
of Capitalism is commonly considered to be no more than a re-write of Hobson's 
thesis. Superficially this is true , but there are important difference·s. Lenin argued 
that imperialism was proof that the Communist revolution was imminent. For 
Hobson , imperialism was not the final stage of anything; it was the foil against which 
he set all his other theories. Consequently , his study should not be read in ignorance 
of them. As Michael Freeden points out in his introduction to Hobson, 

[Imperialism has] frequently and narrowly been examined as a 
separate work instead of, as Lenin indicated , part of the general 
social and political framework Hobson set out to construct. 
Hobson's work on imperialism. . .is not primarily a specific 
contribution to a theory of imperialism but a particular application of 
his social and economic thought. 2 

It is this particular application that I wish to address . 
Hobson, like so many of his contemporaries, was a systems-maker. He 

believed the world was governed by natural laws, and consequently developed 
intricate theoretical systems that would at once explicate the natural systems, and 
rectify society's response to them. Imperialism was, for him, a brilliant example of 
all that was wrong with the present, and side by side with his devastating attack on 
it, he prescribed his solution for it. He utilized the prominent theorists of his day : 
Darwin, Veblen , Mill , and Mummery. He recalled Cobden, the much maligned 
Ruskin, and , unfortunately , Herbert Spencer. He combined them all with his own 
precise mind and described a system that influenced not only the above mentioned 
socialist thinkers , but also John Maynard Keynes, Woodrow Wilson, and countless 
others. Hobson provided a bridge between classical nineteenth century liberalism and 
the post-Keynesian, mixed-economy, evolutionary-socialist, twentieth-century brand 
with which we are familiar . Consequently, we must look at Imperialism: A Study not 
as a discrete work, but rather as the keystone in the span of Hobson 's life and 
thought. 

By his own admission, Hobson 's early years "were cast in the calmest and 
most self-confident years of the mid-Victorian era, when peace , prosperity , and 
progress appeared to be the permanent possession of most civilized nations . "3 

England in 1858, when Hobson was born, was just such a place--calm, self 
confident, smug. Hobson lived to see the calm shattered and the confidence 
irrevocably shaken. The span of Hobson 's life ended in 1940, shortly after the 
beginning of the most destructive war in history . He was "[b ]orn and bred in the 
middle stratum of the middle class of a middle-sized industrial town in the 
Midlands. "4 Specifically , he was the second of four children born to William 
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Hobson of Derby. His father was twice mayor of the town , and founder and 
proprietor of the Derbyshire and North Stratfordshire Advertiser, one of the myriad 
local newspapers that saturated the English country-side in the last half of the 
nineteenth century . Consequently, his introduction to both journalism and Liberal 
Party politics carne at an early age. His social position enabled him to attend 
Oxford , and to "engage in independent writing for the rest of his life . "5 

Born in "the middle" in virtually every respect , he stayed at the center of 
activity, even while re-defining the political left. By the turn of the century , he was 
a founder-member of the South Place Ethical Society , and the Rainbow Circle, a kind 
of liberal ' think-tank ', whose members included J . Ramsay MacDonald , the future 
Labour Prime Minister. He wrote for the Manchester Guardian and the Nation , two 
of the most redoubtable Liberal papers in England. He kept close ties with 
acquaintances in the United States, where both capitalism and economic thought were 
undergoing vast and rapid changes. "Hence by the early years of this century 
Hobson was situated at the core of some of the most exciting intellectual, cultural and 
political developments of the period. "6 

Being interconnected with the prominent thoughts of the day , it was easy for 
Hobson to embark on his self-proclaimed "heresy . " As others were of the same 
mind, the heretical elements in Hobson spring not so much from what he said, but 
rather from the way in which he put these commonly held ideas together. Hobson's 
system "insist[ed] on the indissoluble empirical interconnections among the fields that 
examine human activity. "7 He advocated the paradigm of a single social science; he 
attempted to achieve this by placing all disciplines, including economics, in context 
by making them dependent on each other. For Hobson, like many of his 
contemporaries, the world was progressive , evolutionary , and organic. It is essential 
to understand Hobson 's organicism, along with his theory of underconsumption, 
when approaching Imperialism , for they form the core of his argument. It is "what 
allowed him to cut loose from traditional liberal dogmas, and argue that new ideas 
and circumstances inevitably pointed to the need to remodel liberal principles. "8 

"The question whether we shall speak of a human society as an organism, is, 
of course , largely one of convenience in language, "9 Hobson said in Crisis of 
Liberalism. It was a convenience he consistently promoted. At the time Hobson was 
writing he and so many others were , as Jules Townshend so aptly points out, "caught 
up in the backwash of the Darwinian Revolution , " 10 and it is evident in his writing . 
In his first attack on the "Scientific Defense of Imperialism," (chapter two of the 
second part of Imperialism) , he stated , "It is only natural that the laws of individual 
and specific progress so clearly discerned in other parts of the animal kingdom 
should be rigorously applied to man . "11 Echoing Spencer, Hobson saw evolution as 
more than a biological theory; it was the motor of society . Everything evolved: 
individuals, societies, governments, moralities, even economies. It was Hobson 's 
conviction that , in addition to all these various evolutions being intertwined , they 
could all be studied and measured; moreover, they could be changed . Here is a 
crucial point wherein Hobson differs from Lenin . Hobson 's absolute faith in the 
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fungibility of his organicism did not allow him to become a revolutionary . Instead 
of a purgative revolution , Hobson hoped to re-center the ideology of the left to a 
point somewhere between laissez-faire liberalism and state controlled socialism. He 
wanted to reform liberalism and "foster a sense of citizenship and community , where 
social harmony would prevail , and communal individual 'self-realization ' would 
flourish . "12 Hobson's attack on imperialism is very much in this vein. He 
condemned imperialism, but not capitalism. Instead he insisted that by re-applying 
certain liberal principles, and allowing others to wither away, not just capitalism, but 
all of society , could be reformed . 

Hugh Dalton (Chancellor of the Exchequer, 1945-1951) pointed out that , 
"Mr. Hobson is somewhat obsessed by the organic . "13 Hobson 's obsession, while 
at times tedious, is easily understood ; his world was a dynamic one . The period 
from 1858-1940 is virtually unparalleled in terms of exponential change. Evolution 
explained everything, because seemingly everything was evolving. Technologies 
were exploding, and industries were expanding at an alarming rate ; progress was 
manifest. Hobson 's organicism allowed him to soothe the Liberals, while at the same 
time altering many of their fundamental beliefs . Hobson argued that imperialism was 
atavistic, and capitalism was unreformed , but, "Collectivist measures did not have 
to be regarded as 'exceptions ' to laissez-faire . Instead , they could be seen as a 
'natural' outcome of human evolution." 14 The age of competition , which had 
impelled Britain to the top of the economic ladder in the middle of the nineteenth 
century, rapidly gave way , in the 1870s, to the age of combinations. Hobson 
reasoned that this change was organic and although unavoidable, should be controlled 
and shaped; progress need not be random. He also saw in this change in capitalism 
the basis for most of society's ills , and for imperialism in particular. The poor 
worked harder for less, while the rich strove to find new markets for their surplus 
capital . This terribly redactive statement of Hobson 's very complex theory , 
nevertheless contains the essence of his theory of underconsumption . 

Townshend argued Hobson's theory of underconsumption was "only one 
element within his 'organic ' socio-economic philosophy;"15 while this is certainly 
true , it nevertheless forms the foundation of his economic arguments in Imperialism , 
and remains the basis for his heresy against nineteenth century economic orthodoxy. 
The theory first appeared with Hobson 's name attached to it in 1889 when he 
published, along with A. F. Mummery , a tract entitled The Physiology of Industry . 
Contrary to Say's Law, the dogma of nineteenth century economics, which stated that 
supply created its own demand , Hobson and Mummery argued that capitalism was 
not a self-equilibriating system. Hobson observed an imbalance between saving and 
spending. People were , he argued , in the "habit of saving" too much , thus reducing 
the demand for goods by taking expendable income out of circulation. Hobson 
further developed this theory in The Physiology of Industry and equated oversavings 
with a "maldistribution of surplus. "16 Hobson claimed that where the price of labor 
was cheap and raw materials plentiful , profits went into the hands of the captains of 
industry who used them to open new markets instead of reinvesting them at home . 
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Thus underconsumption , as characterized by Hobson, was both an open attack on the 
Protestant ethic of thrift , and because it was equated with a "maldistribution of 
surplus" was also responsible for poor wages and unemployment. In Hobson 's view, 
capitalism, far from being self-equilibriating, was doomed to cycles of depression. 
For Hobson, underconsumption was as much a moral problem as an economic one , 
and fed what he called "the taproot of Imperialism. "17 

The most dynamic example of Hobson 's theory of underconsumption was the 
United States, and many similar theories developed there. Predominant among the 
theorists was H. Gaylord Wilshire , a Marxist and an acquaintance of Hobson 's . 
Hobson echoed Wilshire 's article "The Significance of the Trust , "18 when he wrote 
in Imperialism , 

The United States, with her unrivaled natural resources, her immense 
resources of skilled and unskilled labour , her genius for invention 
and organisation, developed the best equipped and most productive 
manufacturing economy the world has yet seen ... Fostt:red by rigid 
protective tariffs her ... manufactures shot up in a single generation. 
. .and, having passed through a period of intense competition, 
attained . . . a power of production greater than has been attained in 
the most advanced industrial countries in Europe . . . The power of 
production far outstripped the actual rate of consumption , and 
contrary to the older economic theory , was unable to force a 
corresponding increase of consumption by lowering prices. 19 

Tremendous growth in a very short time put a vast amount of wealth into the hands 
of a very few; what to do with it all? Here , Hobson contended was the 
maldistribution of surplus. Instead of pumping capital back into the home economy 
and lowering prices by raising real wages of workers, the captains of industry set out 
to force open new markets for their surplus goods and capital . "It was Messrs. 
Rockefeller, Pierpont Morgan, and their associates who needed Imperialism and who 
fastened in upon the shoulders of the great Republic of the West. "20 It was also the 
increased competition from the United States and Germany that drove England away 
from free trade and into a frenzy of protectionism and imperialism. It is interesting 
to note that before Hobson wrote Imperialism, surplus capital was viewed as an 
argument in favor of imperialism. Both Cecil Rhodes and Joseph Chamberlain used 
it to muster support for their imperialist and protectionist policies . What Hobson did , 
then, was "counter the 'economic theory ' offered by the imperialists themselves. "21 

In other words, prove that home markets were infinitely expandable , and the imperial 
solution to surplus capital was fallacious and ultimately bad for business. Fortunately 
for Hobson, history provided a devastating example . 

"The Boer War22 was both a turning-point in my career, " Hobson said, "and 
an illumination to my understanding of the real relations between economics and 
politics which were to occupy so large a place in my future work. "23 The Boer War 
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Britain dances with her empire. 
(From: Punch, or the London Charivari, December 25, 1901.} 
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is one of the great watersheds of British history , viewed as a turning point for the 
Empire as much as for Hobson . It provided him the economic grist for his mill and 
acted as a catalyst for his attack on imperialism. In March 1899, Hobson wrote an 
article called "Imperialism" for the Contemporary Review, "which came before the 
eyes of L. T . Hob house, then chief political leader-writer for the Manchester 
Guardian. "24 Hob house and the editor of the paper C. P. Scott sent Hobson to South 
Africa to observe the workings of imperialism first hand . The effect of this was 
two-fold ; it gave Hobson "realistic support to economic opinions . .. and plunged 
[him] for some years into the heated atmosphere of political controversy. "25 Hobson 
compiled the articles he had written for the Guardian into two books: The South 
African War (1900), an attack on the political economy of the Boer War; and The 
Psychology of Jingoism (1901), a penetrating analysis of "warspirit" and mass 
psychology, the latter heavily influenced by LeBon 's The Crowd .'21> The next year , 
Hobson combined both of these , along with his other theories, into Imperialism: A 
Study. 

Although he claimed , "When I wrote my volume on Imperialism I had not 
yet gathered into clear perspective the nature of the interactions between, economics, 
politics, and ethics, "27 the beginnings are certainly there . Imperialism contains all 
of his organicism, his underconsumption theory , his work in South Africa, and some 
inchoate concepts of internationalism. Today , the work can seem disjointed because 
its various chapters were written at different times and compiled from separate 
articles; as Hobson said , he had not gathered into clear perspective the totality of his 
arguments. If the totality appears unfocused however, the specific arguments are 
clear and devastating. 

While Imperialism is a full scale attack on contemporary policies, Hobson did 
not condemn all forms of imperialism; instead , he began by drawing a fine distinction 
between colonialism and imperialism. "Colonialism, where it consists in the 
migration of part of a nation to vacant or sparsely peopled foreign lands ... may be 
considered a genuine expansion of nationality . . . a natural overflow of 
nationality ;"28 whereas, imperialism was a bastardization of nationality, i.e . the 
migration of part of a nation to a more populated region for the sole purpose of 
conquest and domination, whether by economic, political , or in some cases 
educational or religious means. Populating North America and Australia with misfits 
and criminals was, according to Hobson, natural and right , but the assault on Africa 
and Asia was driven purely by dubious economic motives. He then offered the date 
1870 as the dividing line between the old style colonialism and the "new 
imperialism. "29 The figures he cites as proof of this are quite persuasive; "of the 
thirty-nine separate areas which were annexed by Great Britain after 1870," 
thirty-eight were listed as Crown colonies, where the entire control of legislation was 
carried out by the Home Government in London. 30 These Crown colonies were not, 
Hobson contends, designed to ever achieve self rule , but rather to be dominated and 
controlled by the Imperial government in perpetuity . Hobson was accurate in his 
assessment of the changing nature of imperialism. The pace of imperial acquisition 
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certainly picked up after 1870, as can be seen in Lord Sailsbury's observation that 
"when he left the Foreign Office in 1880, no one gave a thought to Africa, when he 
returned in 1885, no one talked of anything else . "31 The development of 
Combinations and Trusts in Germany and especially the United States increased their 
ability to challenge Great Britain for overseas markets, particularly after 1870. 
London viewed this increased competition as a serious threat to British power abroad; 
more markets had to be forced open, and Imperial tariffs employed in order to 
compete with the new continental giants, or so ran the thinking of many renegade 
Liberal party members . Hobson set about to counter this view. 

Hobson agreed the nature of competition had changed , but the reasons for 
advocating imperialism, he contended , were still wrong . Imperialists argued that 
home market demands were fixed therefore , any excess must find foreign markets 
or go unsold . Hobson said , nonsense ; there was no limit to home market demand, 
provided consumers had enough expendable income to support it. Furthermore , the 
rapid growth of the Empire had not paid off with increased foreign trade profits. 
Trade , both import and export , was relatively flat throughout the last quarter of the 
nineteenth century; Britain was in a recession most of that time. The vast majority 
of trade was still done with the United States, Germany (the very countries Great 
Britain was in direct competition with) , and the self-governing colonies already in the 
Empire prior to 1870, i.e . Canada and Australia . The economic data that Hobson 
compiled simply did not justify the unprecedented expansion of Empire , and echoing 
Cobden, Hobson concluded that "there is no support to the dogma that 'Trade follows 
the Flag'. "32 Nor was there any substantiation to the imperialist 's argument that 
imperialism was an effective outlet for excess population. The figures Hobson 
compiled showed emigration declining slightly in the years 1884-1903; in addition, 
those who did leave were not going to the Crown Colonies, but to the United States, 
Canada and Australia. The first part of Imperialism: A Study , "The Economics of 
Imperialism," begins, as all other parts of the hook do, by summarizing the 
imperialists theories and then systematically knocking them down. Backed by a 
wealth of economic data Hobson concludes, 

Seeing that the Imperialism of the last six decades is clearly 
condemned as a business policy, in that at enormous expense it has 
procured a small , had , unsafe , increase of markets, 
and has jeopardised the entire wealth of the nation in rousing the 
strong resentments of other nations, we may ask, "How is the British 
nation induced to embark upon such unsound business?" 33 

Obviously, someone was still making money from this "small, bad , unsafe" venture; 
these people Hobson labeled the "Economic Parasites of Imperialism. "34 

As Hobson saw it , "Certain definite business and professional interests [were] 
feeding upon imperial expenditure . "35 The captains of industry , the Rockefellers, the 
Rhodeses, the members of what today would be called the military-industrial 
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During Hobson's time, Great Britain was the most powerful empire in the world. 
(From : Michael Jones, The Cartoon History of Britain , N. Y.: MacMillan and Co, 1971 .) 
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complex, the speculators and investors, were the ones profiting from imperialism, 
and consequently propagating it. Hobson claimed that the true motor of imperialism 
was the special interest investor; that "banking, braking, bill discounting, loan 
floating, company promoting, form[ed] the central ganglion of international 
capitalism, "36 and therefore , imperialism. It is the most open and damning attack 
Hobson makes in Imperialism; it is also , to readers in the late twentieth century , the 
most dismissable and disturbing . Many advocates of the left today would go along 
with Hobson in decrying speculators and special interest investors, the 
military-industrial complex, as their bete noir , but few would have the temerity to 
argue that the speculators were : 

United by the strongest bonds of organisation, always in closest and 
quickest touch with one another , situated in the very heart of the 
business capital of every state , controlled . . . by men of a single 
and peculiar race , who have behind them many centuries of financial 
experience. 37 [emphasis added] 

Anti-Semitism was certainly prevalent in Britain m 1901, but to have it stated as 
bluntly as , 

Does anyone seriously suppose a great war could be undertaken by 
any European state , or great State loan subscribed , if the house of 
Rothschild and its connexions [sic] set their face against it ?38 

is shocking to our politically correct, late twentieth century sensibilities, and reminds 
us that we are reading a work written at the turn of the century . While the 
anti-Semitism of Hobson 's argument can be viewed as an obviously historical 
element, it is the simplicity of his conspiracy theory that undercuts many of the solid 
arguments previous to it. Up to this point , Hobson consistently backs himself up 
with sound economic figures; here he only offers a common understanding--everyone 
"knows" that Jewish bankers are the real culprits. Anti-Semitism aside, it may still 
be appealing for some to agree with Hobson that many investors are "harpies who 
suck their gains from every new forced expenditure and every sudden disturbance of 
public credit ; "39 we cannot conclude , based on the scanty evidence adduced by 
Hobson, that any kind of a conspiracy ever existed . It is simply inconceivable that 
a group has ever existed that works together to drive the foreign policies of huge 

· bureaucratic countries like Britain and the United States; with only anti-Semitism as 
a foundation , the conspiracy theory offered by Hobson falls apart , and casts a pall 
of doubt over the more sound arguments in the book. 

Nevertheless, Hobson realized that , while finance capitalists were the big 
villains of his piece, they retained tremendous popular support. In the second and 
longest part of Imperialism , "The Politics of Imperialism," Hobson set out to destroy 
the popular misconceptions of imperialism, then proceeded to prescribe solutions for 
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the reformation of society. For Hobson, the Empire was an issue of quality versus 
quantity ; drawing on Ruskin's aphorism, "There is no wealth but life, "40 he set out 
to attack "the modern obsession with quantitative, as opposed to qualitative values. "41 

Despite his puerile conspiracy theory , the economics of imperialism remained 
indefensible; there was no need to force open new foreign markets when home 
markets could be expanded indefinitely, "provided that the ' income' or power to 
demand commodities, [was] properly distributed. "42 The sociological factors that 
contributed to imperialism were harder to address. 

Social Darwinism had its effect on many areas of nineteenth century life , not 
the least of which was imperialism. The "natural history" explanation for 
imperialism, the notion that Darwin 's natural selection took place not only on a 
biological level but on a national level as well , was the first at which Hobson took 
aim. Imperialism, it was argued, was a natural extension of the phrase "survival of 
the fittest." The imperial countries were , by nature , more socially efficient, and 
morally superior, and therefore had a duty to subjugate other "lower races." Hobson 
summed up this natural history fallacy by writing, "In the history of man , as 
throughout nature , stronger races have continually trampled down, enslaved and 
exterminated other races. "43 Further, he saw that, "This belief in a 'divine right' of 
force , is primarily responsible for the transmutation of a natural history law into a 
moral enthusiasm. "44 The fallacy of this transmutation was further pointed up by 
Hobson as he extended his argument contending the more evolved man was, the more 
rational he became, and the more rational he became, the less likely he was to start 
wars of conquest. Land and food were not things civilized people fought over 
because technology enabled man to "gain what they wanted by conquering nature 
instead of conquering their fellow men. "45 If everything evolved , as Hobson believed 
it did, then surely morality was not exempt; an advanced morality should not tolerate 
unjust wars, whipped up by wicked finance capitalists to line their own pockets. 
Hobson 's attack on this "Scientific Defense of Imperialism," contains the seeds of his 
later work on internationalism. 

Similarly , the "Moral and Sentimental Factors" of imperialism were dragged 
into the light by Hobson, and shown for the cheap fabrications they were. Hobson 
attacked the Yellow Press for aiding the imperialists in their plans by floating the 
theory of imperialism "on a sea of vague , shifty , well-sounding phrases which 
areseldom tested by close contact with fact. "46 He blamed the jingoistic imperialists 
for appealing to the basest emotions and for turning military debacles into points of 
honor. He attacked the so-called "Christian Imperialists, " who believed the 
"education" of the "lower races" in the morally superior ways of modern civilization, 
to be their sacred duty . Hobson argued , "To step in and utilize natural resources 
which were left undeveloped [was] one thing, to compel the inhabitants to develop 
them [was] another , "47 [emphasis added]. Both were wrong and exploitative , but the 
second, Hobson argued , was tantamount to slavery. The methods used by the 
"Christian Imperialists" to bring the benefits of civilization to the "lower races" were 
highly suspect and morally repugnant to Hobson . Removing indigenous people from 
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Great Britain performing her duty to the empire . 
(From : Punch, or the London Charivari, May 2, 1900.) 
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their tribal life and teaching (i.e. , forcing) them to be wage earners, something 
Hobson bad witnessed first-band in the diamond mines of South Africa, or sending 
them away from their homes to work as "coolie" labor, and of course , the most 
pervasive and consequently the most invidious form of control the imperial 
government imposed upon the "lower races" was the elaborate system of imperial 
taxation, designed to make the natives pay for their own, unasked for , modernization . 
Hobson is brutal in his attack on these hypocrites. The finance capitalists may have 
been steering the ship of imperialism, but it floated on a vast sea of complicity. 

Economic parasitism, encouraged by the elaborate apologetics of Social 
Darwinism, and fed by jingoistic fervor , bad created , according to Hobson , a 
potentially volatile political situation. He argued , "What actually confronts us 
everywhere in modern history is selfish, materialistic, shortsighted , national 
competition, varied by occasional collusion. "48 For Hobson, imperialism was 
economically disastrous, morally untenable , and politically very dangerous. The very 
notion of pax Britannica was ridiculous to Hobson . This doctrine placed, 

The entire military , political , and financial resources of this nation 
at the beck and call of any missionary society which considers it bas 
a duty to attack the religious sentiments or observances of some 
savage people, or of some reckless explorer who chooses just those 
spots of earth known to be inhabited by hostile people ignorant of 
British power; the speculative trader or the mining prospector 
gravitates naturally towards dangerous and unexplored countries, 
where the gains of a successful venture will be quick and large .. . 
Thus the most reckless and irresponsible individual members of our 
nation are permitted to direct our foreign policy. 49 

This, Hobson argued , was not only silly and illiberal , but dangerous. The doctrine 
of free trade held that individuals had the right to venture out and speculate on a 
quick return in foreign markets, but imperialism said that any one of those 
individuals could theoretically call on the British navy at any time to save them from 
their own personal folly . Consequently , imperialism became "the supreme danger 
of modern national states. "50 It would be hard to argue that Hobson was not 
prescient in this regard . 

Hobson believed the way out of imperialism was internationalism, an 
internationalism (some would argue a utopia) we have yet to see. Hobson was no 
utopian dreamer, but be did set his sights rather high. In his work in 
internationalism, we can see the melding of nineteenth century liberal thought and 
twentieth century socialism. Jules Townshend pointed out , "Hobson 's alternative to 
imperialism . .. was a world polity of independent, democratic self-governing states, 
based upon free trade , international arbitration and minimal intergovernmental 
relations. "51 Genuine democracy was Hobson 's path to this idealized 
internationalism, and that meant taking power out of the bands of the special interests 
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and putting it in the hands of the people. He advocated "the direction of public 
policy by the people for the people through representatives over whom they exercise 
real control. "52 He did not call for the end to the national state , or for the workers 
of the world to unite regardless of national boundaries; Hobson believed that 
nationalism was an a priori component of internationalism . "As individualism is 
essential to any sane form of national socialism, so nationalism is essential to 
internationalism: no organic conception of world politics can be framed on any other 
supposition . "53 Here we begin to see the bridge Hobson organically built between 
Liberalism and Socialism. The economic freedom of the individual is still celebrated 
and essential, but a moral imperative has been cast over the myopic views of the free 
traders; Hobson invited his audience to imagine individual and community as 
something other than mutually exclusive . He called for a sane imperialism, what 
Townshend refers to as "a kind of international welfare state, "54 what Hobson saw 
as an "organized representation of civilized humanity. "55 Hobson 's vision, in many 
ways, prefigured the League of Nations mandate system. If his views on 
internationalism, just taking shape in Imperialism , seem naive yet somewhat 
draconian today (his descent into a defense of eugenics is as chilling as his lambasting 
of Jewish bankers), it must be remembered that he speaks to us from a previous 
century . Naive though some of his ideas may be, few others had attempted such a 
full scale attack on the pet ideologies of the nineteenth century , or on the very 
essence of British glory itself. 

Today, Hobson has as many admirers as critics . The statistics he offered as 
proof of the economic sources of imperialism have come under intense scrutiny. D. 
K. Fieldhouse complained that Hobson did not give the figures for capital exported 
to other industrial nations or compare those figures with capital invested in new 
colonies. Fieldhouse felt that this essential element was conveniently missing from 
Imperialism , as its inclusion would have destroyed Hobson 's case . That may be , but 
Hobson never tried to prove that all capitalists were imperialists, only that certain 
speculative capitalists were . 56 Keynes' criticisms, while not primarily concerned with 
Imperialism , were more far reaching. Keynes argued that Hobson had mistakenly 
equated saving with investment. In Hobson's theory, recessions were the result of 
underconsumption brought about by oversaving and/or overinvestment. Keynes 
countered this by showing that economic crises were frequently brought about by 
underinvestment, and could be alleviated by either increased consumption, concurring 
with Hobson , or, running counter to Hobson , by increased investment. 57 To say that 
Hobson was directly responsible for the development of the Kenyesian economic 
models is to give far too much credit to Mr . Hobson and far too little to Mr . Keynes, 
truly one of the most brilliant minds of this century , but their similarities and their 
differences must have played off well against each other . The economics of 
Imperialism will always draw criticism, for it is relatively easy to tear down and 
rebuild economic models; what is less criticized is Hobson 's attack on the moral and 
psychological aspects of imperialism. The sister work to "The Politics of 
Imperialism," The Psychology of Jingoism reads like some very contemporary 
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theories of mass media and psychology . In both Imperialism and Jingoism , Hobson 
argued that information from the Yellow Press came in so fast, and in such 
quantities, that the average person was incapable of processing it. "Opinions took 
root merely from the fact of their constant repetition, and public opinion was formed 
on 'precisely the same sort of evidence ' as was the belief that 'Colemans is the best 
mustard ' . "58 In this Hobson was well ahead of his time. 

Hobson's prediction that imperialistic capitalism, left unreformed , would 
continue to cause bigger and more terrible wars was tragically realized . His 
economic theories were rejected by the collapsing Liberal Party, but taken up by the 
fledgling Labour Party , destined to replace the Liberals as the party of opposition in 
the twentieth century . His work on internationalism, although flawed, helped pave 
the way for the League of Nations and the United Nations. As a critic of empire , 
he has been superseded by more contemporary, more thorough and more inventive 
writers; he remains, however, one of the first. The power of his prose, the force of 
his arguments, and the courage of his moral convictions still persuade us today. 
Lenin, correctly, called him a "social liberal. "59 He retained the beliefs in 
individualism and free trade that were the hallmarks of nineteenth century liberalism, 
and combined them with a growing faith in Labour principles, namely that work and 
profit should be of use, that capital should be re-invested in home markets in the 
form of wages and benefits, 

Just in proportion as the substitution of true national governments for 
the existing oligarchies or sham democracies becomes possible will 
the apparent conflicts of national interests disappear, and fundamental 
co-operation upon which nineteenth-century Free Trade prematurely 
relied manifest itself. 60 

He urged people to broaden their concept of individual responsibility and to embrace 
social responsibility. He was a man both of and beyond his time; through his work 
he exhorted England to move from the "peace and prosperity" of the nineteenth 
century into the much more troublesome twentieth. 
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